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Senate
(Legisla.tive day of Tuesday, October 2, 1990)

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
AND RELATED AGENCIES AP·
PROPRIATIONS ACT, FISCAL
YEAH.

99l--·--·-·-······--·.
fCoo.n.t~rea:1---...:

__...... --/AME.'fllMENT NO. 3130

(F'urj)ose: To require that the National E.'1·
dowment for the Arts establish review
panel procedures and sanctions for persons who produce obscene projects or productions
Mr. HATC
, on
o myself Senators KENNEDY,

PELI.,

KASSEBAUM,
METzENBAUM,
DURENBERGER, SIMON, JEFFORDS, DODD,
CHAFEE, SIMPSON, ADAMS, MIKULSKI,
BINGAMAN, MOYNIHAN, WIRTH, and

LEAHY, I send an amendment to the
desk. and ask for its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The Senator from Utah [Mr. HATcnl. for
himself, Mr. KENNEDY, M:r. P!:LL, Mrs.
KASSEBAUM, Mr. METZEND.\UM, Mr. Dmu:N-

Mr. SIMON. Mr. JKFFORDS, Mr. Donn.
Mr. CHAn:E, Mr. SIMPSO:f, Mr. ADAMS, Ms.
MIKU!.SKI, Mr. BrnGAMAl'I', Mr. MOYNIP...\N.
Mr. W~•nH and Mr. LEARY, proposes an
amendment numbered 3130.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I ask
tu1animous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it Is so ordered.
The amendment Is as follows:
On page 101, line 22 of the bill, strike all
after the colon and all that follows through
page 102, line '1 and lh.sert the !olio'!.1ng;
"Provided further, That section 10 of the
National Foundation on the Arts and the
Humanities Act of 1965 <20 U.S.C. 959) Is
amended'"<l) in subsection (11.)(6), by striking '529'
and Inserting "3324';
'"(2l by striking subsections Ce) and (fl:
'"(3) by redeslgnating subsections <bl, Cc),
and (d) as subsections (el, en, and (g), respectively;
.. (4) by designating the second th..'"Ough
the fifth sentences o! the exlst.lng subsection <a> as subsection <b>;

DERGER.

Q

.. (5) by designating the sixth through the
eighth sentences of the existing subsection
<a> as subsection Cc>;
'"C6> by designating the ninth through the
eleventh sentences of the existing subsec·on (al as subsection <d>;
' 'I) in subsection <b> <as redesignated in
para ph C4)) by lnsert!Rg •, includlng local
arts re resentatives' after •represent cultural dive ity•;
.. (
Lri subsection Cc) <as designated by
graph csn. by striking 'els.use (4)' and
L'1.5erting ·subsection ca><4>';
.. <9> by striking the second sentence of
subsection (cl (as redeslgnated in paragraph
C5));
"<10> L'1 subsection <s><3> <as redesig:nated
by paragraph 3)). by striking 'the last sentence of subsection Cal' and lnsertlng 'subsection <d>'; and
"<11> by adding at the end thereof t!1e following new subsections;
""<h><l> The Chairperson of the National
Endowment for the Arts shall develop procedures that.. '(Al ensure that each panel of exPerts
established pursuant to subsection <a><4>
has a wide geographic, aesthetic, ethnic. ml·
nority representation by.. '(i) creating an agency-wide panelist
bank, containing names of both qualified
arts professionals and knowledgeable lay
persons that have been npproved by the
Cbairperson of the Natlon:i.l :::ndowment for
the Arts. or the deslgnee of such Chairperson; and
"'(ill ensuring that such panels. where
!e~ib!e. have knowledgeable la.y persons
sening on such panels at all times;
"'(Bl establish. where feasible, standardized par.el procedures;
"«C> require, where necessary and feasl·
ble, the Increased use of site visitations to
view. and issue a written report on. a work
of an applicant In order to assist the panel
of experts In makh;g recommendations;
"'CD> require a written record summariz.
Ing all deliberations and recommendations
of ea.ch panel of experts;
.. "CE) require that the membership of
each panel of experts change substantially
from year to year, with no appointment to a
panei of experts to exceed 3 consecutive
years; and
··"<Fl require all meetings of the National
Council on the Arts be open to the public In
accordance with the provisions of section
552b of title 5. United States Code.

•• "(2) In making appointments to panels
established pursuant to subsection <al<4),
the Cha!n>erson shall ensure that an Individual who has a pending application !or financial assistance under this Act. or who ls
an emplo)•ee or agent of an organization
with a pending application. does not serve
as a member of a.riy panel before which such
application is pending. The prohibition described in the preceding sentence shall commence with respect to S'.ich individual beginning on the elate such application Is submit·
ted and shall" continue for so long as such
application is pending.
.. "(3) The Inspector General of the Na·
tional Endowment for the Arts shall con·
duct the appropriate re\·iews to ensure
grantee compliance with all regUJations that
relate to the administration of :ill programs
and operations of the National Endo'!.ment
for the Arts. This review Includes. but Is not
limited to, grantee compliance with all accounting and financial criteria.
"'(~l The procedures desc~ibcd In paragraph m shall be developed not later than
90 days after the date of the enactment of
this subsection.
.. '(i)<l) The Chairperson of the National
Endowment for the A..'"ts shall establish
sanctions for groups or Individuals who receive funds pursuant to the provisions of
section 5 and use such funds to create,
produce. or support a project or production
that is found to be obscene under State
criminal laws or ls found to be a criminal
violation of State child pornography laws in
the State or States In which the group or In·
dlvidual produced such project or produc·
t:on or in the State or States described In
the grant award as the site or sites of the
project or production. as determined by a
court decision. after final appeals.
.. "<2> Except as provided In paragraphs <3)
and (4). the sanctions described In paragraph <1> shall include.. "(A) repnyment by the Individual or organization that created or produced the
project or production found to be obscene or
to \iolate child pornography laws pursuant
to the provision of paragraph <ll to the
Chairperson of the portion of the funds re·
ceived under section 5 that were used to
create or produce such project or production in accordance with the Pl"llvislons of
paragraph (3J; and
••'CB) Ineligibility of the indMdual or or·
ganization that-

This .. bullet"' symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor.
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"'CD used funds recei'.'ed under section 5
to create or produce the project or produc·
tion found to be obscene or to violate child
pornography laws pursuant to the prov!·
sions of paragraph Cll; and
" '<ill was a defendant convicted in the
criminal action described in paragraph Cl J;
to receive funds under this Act for a period
t-0 be determined by the Chairperson of the
National Endowment for the Arts, that
shail be not less than 3 years after the date
such project or production If found to be ob·
scene or to violate child pornography laws
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph ClJ
or un.t!l repayment of the funds pursuant to
the provisions of subparagraph CA>. which·
ever is longer.
"'C3><A> Except as provided in paragraph
<4>. funds required to be repaid pursuant to
the pro'.'isions of this subsection shall be
repaid not later than 90 days after the date
such project or production Is found to be obscene or to violate child pornography laws
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph(l J.
" '<B > II a State, local. or regional agency
or arts group received funds directly from
the Chairperson under section 5 and award·
ed all or a portion of such funds to an individual or organization that used such funds
to create, produce or support a project or
production found to be obscene or to violate
child pornography laws pursuant to the pro·
visions of paragraph Cl), and the Chairper·
son determines that such lndh1dual or organization has not or Is not able to repay such
funds in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph <2> and this paragraph, then
such agency or group shall repay such funds
to the Chairperson not later than 30 days
after the expiration of" ·ciJ the 90-day period described In paragraph C3>; or
"'Cill the waiver period described In paragraph (4).
" 'C CJ Each !ndhidual or orgr.alz&tion re·
quired t-0 repay funds pursuant to the pro\i·
sions of subpa.-agraph (AJ of paragraph <2J
shall be ineligible to receive further funds
under this Act until such funds are repaid.
"'(DJ If a State, local, or regional agency
or arts group is required to repay funds pursuant to the provisions cf subparagraph (AJ
of paragraph C2J or subparagraph <B> cf
this paragraph and fails to make such re·
payment In accordance with the provisions
of this subsection, then such agency or
group shall be ineligible to receive funds
under this Act until such funds are repaid.
"'<4J The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts may waive the provisions of paragraph C3l<A> for a period not to
exceed 2 years.
"'C5J The Chairperson Of the National En·
dowment for the Arts shall develop procedures to ensure compliance with the sanctions described In paragraph C1 >.
"'(6) The general Information and guidance form pro\ided to recipients of funds
under section 5 shall Include on such form
the following:
"REPAYMENT OF F'uNDS AND DEBARMENT.-

In accordance with a Congressional direc·
tive, recipients of funds under section 5 of
the National Foundation on the Arts and
the Humanities Act of 1965 are requested to
note the provisions of section 10(1) of such
Act regarding repayment of funds and debarment."
"'C7> The Chairperson shall develop regu·
latlons to Implement the sanctions described In this subsection.'.".

The PRESIDING OFFICER CMr.
DIXON). The Senator from Utah.
Mr. HATCH. May I reserve the remainder of the time that was yielded
to him? I want to thank him for his

, kind remarks with regard to this
amendment.
Mr. President, this amendment that
I have offered to the Interior appropriations bill concerns the recent controversy surrounding the National Endowment for the. Arts. It has been a
very difficult thing for all us.
I would like to express my appreciation to the distinguished chairman of
the Appropriations Committee, Senator BYRD, for his work in trying to
ensure that the NEA does not fund
work which is obscene. I admire the
Senator from West Virginia and I appreciate his commitment to carefully
and Judiciously guard the public
funds.
The questionable projects that have
been funded by the NEA in the last 2
years has been a cause of concern for
every one of us. None of us wants to
spend hard-earned ta.x dollars on
projects which are offensive to taxpayers. However, the amendment I am offering further strengthens the efforts
of the distinguished Senator from
West Virginia.
I believe this amendment will help
us pass the legislation while protecting
the taxpayer funds and at the same
time artists', in the plural, freedom of
expression at the same time.
I appreciate the cooperation of Senators KENNEDY, PELL, KAsSEBAUM, and
others. We have worked together to
fashion language to deal with this
issue. It has been a long and very diffi·
cult process. I also appreciate the
strong support we have received from
the members of the Labor and Human
Resources Committee. We passed a
similar amendment 15 to 1 out of that
committee. I think it was a very courageous and good thing to do. The langauge was adopted from the reauthorization bill ·which passed out of the
committee on a vote of 15 to 1.
Mr. President, I am guided on this
issue by two principles: First, that we
have a responsibility to the taxpayers
we represent to make sure that Federal funds are spent in a manner that is
consonant with our American values
and, second, that Congress, and this is
an important point, Congress cannot
effectively micromanage matters that
are inherently subjective. We Just
cannot. If we get into that, we will
have as many viewpoints and opinions
as we have Members of Congress.
This amendment may not satisfy
every single person's concerns on
either side of this debate. It does, however, address the issue head on and
provides a method of enforcement in
what I consider to be a constitutional
matter. Such a procedure for sanctions
has been missing to date, and I view
these provisions as signifcant and as a
way to resolve this very serious controversy.
I strongly believe that Congress has
the responsibility to the taxpayers of
this country to ensure that the National Endov:ment for the Arts ls a
good steward of Federal funds. In fact,
the NEA organic act already requires
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grantees to meet a certain number of
requ!rements.
The amendment I am proposing
today adds to these requirements !:>y
mandating that the funds be returned
to the NEA if a crinilnal court of law
determines that the project funded by
NEA ls obscene or \iolates child pornography laws. The National Endowment for the Arts v.ill now have a statutory obligation to prevent direct or
indirect subsidies to projects of this
nature. Artists '1.ill also have the right
inherent in our legal system which
protect them from the whims of individuals in Government who may fashion a standard based on their personal
values rather than on community
values.
Additionally, NEA v.ill ha\·e specific
authority to recover grant money that
is not spent in accordance '11ith those
guidelines and to sanction grantees
who flaunt the rule. Congress . has
never been successful in setting bright
line standards when the matter at
hand ls so subjective in nature, and
this is subjective.
In many Federal activities, we have
invested peer review panels with responsibility for making good Judgments. I do not believe that we should
discard this essential method for
making these grants under the National Endo~'Illent for the Arts, although
this amendment also includes changes
to the panel procedures and membership to ensure broader representation
and more access to procedures by the
public.
The amendment calls for the National Endowment for the Arts to involve Americans in the review process
who come from a wide variety of backgrounds a:id specific3.lly mentions geographic and aesthetic, ethnic and minority representation. An agencywide
panelist bank is to be created. It is my
understanding that the National En·
dowment for the Arts will undertake
nationwide recruitment on the bases
that I Just mentioned. The panelists
will then be selected from a diverse
pool on a nondiscriminatory basis. We
do not intend that every panel has to
have a member representing each geographic region or a particular racial or ..
ethnic group, but by recruiting widely, ·
these review panels will, overali ·naturally reflect a cross-section. of.·,our
people.
.
:. ·>:'.., .
The amendment also prohibits p~r- .
sons with a conflict of interest ·from
serving on the panel making decisions
about projects which affect them. 1,'he
endowment should continue to· have
the responsibility for the distribution
of the funds. I do not believe this.time
is inconsistent with the demand for
greater accountability from the NEA.
I also want to express my strong sup.
port for the NEA and the good work it
has done. The National Endowment
for the Arts has increased the outreach of opera companies, ballet companies, art musewns, local symphony
orchestras, and local arts fest!v~ _.to
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people throughout our coi.;ntry. These
significant and important accomplishments have strengthened our Nation
and I think they have enriched our
peep le.
·
In Utah, the National Endowment
for the Arts in our State, a small innermountain State in the Western
part of our country. 1.7 million people,
the National Endowment has been
very helpful with our Utah Symphony
Orchestra which has consistently been
rated in the top 25 orchestras in the
country, many years in the top 10;
Ballet West, one of the best ballet
companies in the world; the Utah
Opera Co.; the Shakespearian festival,
world renowned for putting on Shakespearian plays In the summer. Arts
festivals, and other approaches. Without that we Just would not have had
the quality of arts appreciation or life
we have today. Today, Utah has
become a colony for artists of all
forms of art. It has uplifted all of us
out in that area.
In the past 25 years, the NEA has
made over 85,000 grants that have enriched the lives of people all over our
country in every State, not just the
State of Utah. They have helped communities all over America to provide
cultural activities for their people.
Twenty-five years ago, only five States
had arts councils. Only five .. Today,
every State has its arts council.
There are eight times as many professional dmce companies today as
there were back in 1965; Three times
as many professional orchestras;
ne::i.rly five times as many opera comps.nies, and nearly eight times as many
professional nonprofit theaters.
The expansion of cutlural activities
means that many more citizens have
been able to attend performances and
exhibits and benefit from the arts. I
wish all agencies could do as good as
the National Endowment for the Arts.
Eighty-five thousand grants and we
have 20 that have been criticized, and
not all cf those would be criticized by
everybody in this body.
Some of them deserve every ounce
of criticism they have received, but
th:i.t is a pretty sparkling record. It is a
decent record. It is the best of any
agency in Government that I know of.
It is something we ought to be proud
of anrl not attack it.
·
As I say, my own State of Utah has
benefited substantially from grants to
opera, ballet companies, museums and
·other cultural acti-..rities.
The people of my own State, particularly those Utahns in rural a.'"eas,
have appreciated diversity of cultural
offerings available to them at le8St
partly because of the National Endowment for the Arts. I greatly appreciate
the contribution of this legislation to
making all of these things possible.
Unfortunately, the good work of the
National Endo'l1;ment for the Arts has
been obscured by several highly controversial grants. The people of this
country are justifiably outraged by
some of these grants and some of the

funding of a small number of highly
objectionable art works.
As a supporter of the arts, I have
been concerned about the views expressed by both taxpayers and artists.
I certainly hope each group will listen
patiently and openly to the other side
as this bill moves through Congress.
There clearly are two sides to this
issue and neither side can or should be
ignored.
I think the distinguished Senator
fror.i North Carolina, for all the criticism that has been heaped upon him,
has done the country a service because
we have been able for the first time to
really start telling people the good
side of the National Endowment for
the Arts and we have had to do it because of the criticisms that have been
lodged. But some of the criticisms
have been just, too, and we have to
take those criticisms seriously.
Congress has to continue to encourage broad support of the arts by ensuring that the Endowment !LSSists
projects that support the diversity,
talent, beauty, and cultural heritage
of the arts in this country, but I believe we can do this without compromising the baiance of good taste. I
hope you will see that this amendment
is a step in the right direction.
I call upon all my colleagues to support it. I surely hope they will. I think
it is worthy of their support. I hope,
when we vote on it, we can vote overwhelmingly in favor of this amendment. I hope this amendcent will help
to resolve some of the conflicts that
some feel exist in the arts.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, it is a
pleasure to rise as a cosponsor of the
amendment put forward by my colleague from Utah that would str'..ke a
section of the administrative provisions under the heading of the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities that relates to language established in the fiscal year 1990 appropriations legislation that directs the
Endowments on the use of Its funds. I
am also pleased that the chairman of
the Labor and Human Resources Committee and the ranking members of
the Subcommittee on Educations, Arts
and Humanities are joining us in this
effort.
I fully respect the position of the
distinguished chairman of the Appropriations Committee and could not
agree with him more that obscenity
has no place in the work of the National Endovnnent for the Arts. Moreover, I believe we are In complete
agreement that very specific steps
must be taken by the Congress to
ensure the accountability of taxpayers' dollars as they are distributed by
the Endowment in the future. We
differ only on the best way to achieve
this;
As chairman of the subcommittee
that authorizes the National Endowments, I am particularly disappointed
that the Appropriations Committee
did not take the guidance offered by
the Labor and Human Resources Com-
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mlttee. We have spent many months
of intense work on these difficult questions and believe the inclusion of the
language so overwhelmingly approved
by our committee would have been the
best course of action. We began our
work in earnest last spring with a
series of hearings in the subcommittee
that explored the Endo..,ment grant
process in great detail. Witnesses testified from all corners of the political
spectrum and offered thoughtful and
useful insights into the controversy
which has been with us for over a year
and a half now.
The Committee on Labor and
Human Resources carefully reviewed
the testimony and bega_'l a long and
painstaking process to End the best
way to make the Endov:ment grant
process as accountable as possible to
the public who is the ultimate sponsor.
As one of those who helped esta.b!ish
the Arts Endowment 25 years ago, I
am particularly alarmed at how quickly this controversy mi.!Shroomed and
became distorted. It is truly a case of
making a mountain out of a molehill.
As a matter of coincidence it should
be noted that fate has not been kind
to the original band of lead sponsors
of this legislation enacted 25 years
ago-in fact, I'm the sole survivor. Tu·o
were defeated a.t the polls, one died
and two went to jail. I make this point,
not to show a connection, but as a
matter of possible intere£t to my· colleagues.
Our perspective has been skewed
and all of the positive things this
agency has accomplished have been
largely ignored in this unfortunate
debate. We should not be here today
talking about obscenity and the NE.A.
We should be talkL'lg aboi.;t the cultural life of this country and how the
Arts Endowment Is so ccr:tral to its vitality.
The committee reviewed ntany options over the course of the summer.
It was not easy to fL'ld common
grow1d. But because of the extraordtnary bipartisan effort of my committee colleagues-and I mention Senator
KENNEDY, Senator HATCH, Senator
KASSEBAUM, and Senator ?.!ETzENBAU."4
in particular-we were able to fashion
a proposal that we believe deals with
the difficult quest!on of obscenity in a
fair and responsible man."ler.
The Labor and Human Resources
Committee met on September 12 and
endorsed our proposal by a margin of
15 to 1. The members of the committee showed wisdom and resolve in ·reporting a strong bill to the Senate that
deals with the issue of obscenity in a
balanced and rational way.
Our approach not only reflects our
goals for the future of the Arts Endowment but it also shows the very
high regard we each have for this
agency and its mission. I know, too,
that the vast majority of Senators
know how much the Arts Endov.ment
has accomplished and want to see it
continue to thrive in the spirit of bi-
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partisanship and mutual cooperation
that has been the hallmark of its existence.
To my great regret, our reauthorization proposal is not likely to be considered by the Senate during .this session.
This ls especially disappointing because we believe we had reached a solution that would find broad support
in the full Senate. The House was able
to move ahead, however, and pass a
bill last week that contains many provisions present in our own bill. I am
eager to point out that the House addressed the issue of obscenity in the
same manner as the Senate Labor
Committee.
The amendment we are now considering takes the very core of our larger
reauthorization proposal-the provisions dealing with NEA accountability
and obscenity-and substitutes these
points for the obscenity language in
the bill before us. By presenting this
amendment, we offer Members of the
Senate the opportunity to respond to
the work of the Labor Committee that
was no carefully developed in a bipartisan spirit over the last 5 months.
This amendment addresses obscenity
directly but we are mindful to avoid
the constitutional pitfalls that would
arise with the imposition of g'uidelines
that would establish prior restraint on
NEA grant awards. Instead of requiring the Endowment itself to set standards on what may or may not be obscene, this amendment places that role
in the courts where such a decision
truly belongs. This avoids the potentially serious constitutional problems
which could arise if an administrative
agency like the NEA were to make determinations of obscerJty. It acknowledges that obscenity and child pornography are not forms of protected
speech under the first amendment.
Obscenity and child pornography are
illegal and this amendment requires
strict sanctions against any NEA
grantee who is convicted· of violating
such laws.
If such a grantee is convicted by a
court of violating obscenity or child
pornography laws, the amendment requires this individual, or organization
to repay all Federal grant funds a.11d
be ineligible for any Endowment
grants for a period of 3 years.
The amendment echoes the findings
of the Independent Commission which
was established a year ago in this same
Interior appropriations bilL The Commission, which made its report to the
Congress in September, found that
"the National Endowment for the Art~
·is an inappropriate tribunal for the
legal determination of obscenity, for
the purposes of either civil or criminal
liability." It went on to tell us, and I
quote here directly from the Commission report, that:
The nature and structure of the Endowment are not such that It can make the necessary due process findings of fact and conc~usions ·of law lnvoh·ed in these determinations. The Endowment must. of course,
make grants that comply with federal and

state law but the appropriate forum for the
formal determination of obscenity ls the
courts.

I ask the Senate to give Its support
to this amendment which reflects the
almost unanimous recommendation of
the Labor and Human Resources Committee, as well as the final position of
the House of Representatives and the
findings of the Independent Commis·
sion that was established in the Interior appropriations bill. Taken together,
this is a strong endorsement of the
amendment before us, and I urge my
colleagues to support it.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I yield 5
minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Vermont.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Vermont.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President I
rise in strong support of the ame~d
ment offered by my colleague from
Utah. I want to take this time to commend the work that he and Senators
PELL. KENNEDY, and KASSEBAUM have
devoted to this extremely difficult and
sensitive issue. They have worked out
what I think is a very excellent reconciliation of the difficulties we have.
The amendment before us addresses
language in the appropriations bill
which places content restrictions on
funds expended by the National Endowment of the Arts [NEAJ. The restrictive language forbids funding of
works that may be considered obscene
• • • which, when taken as a whole, do
not have serious literary artistic, political, or scientific value.'' That standard certainly is not one with which we
can disagree.
The Hatch amendment, which I cosponsored; modifies that language
with regard to who makes the determination. The compromise language was
painstakingly developed by the Committee on Labor and Human Re·
sources. That compromise language
addresses the question of Federal
funding of obscenity or child pornography by debarring anyone convicted
by a. court of creating or producing
such work from NEA funding for at
least 3 years and by recouping all Federal funds.used to support such work.
Both this amendment and the language in the appropriations bill restrict the promotion of obscenity in
the arts. Let W3 all be perfectly clear:
This is not a debate on obscenity. I
think I can speak for every Member in
this body when I say that no one ques·
tions the offensive nature of obscene
work and no one questions that there
·is no room for Federal funding of obscenity.
The debate is not whether Federal
money should fund obscene work. The
debate is the question of who decides
what is obscene.
Thus, the difference is how we approach the matter. The Appropriations Committee places the onus upon
the Chairman of the National Endowment of the Arts to determine what is
offensive and obscene. The Hatch
amendment on the other hand, places
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that function upon the courts. Let me
explain why this is such a fundamental distinction.
By placing responsibility on ·the·
chairman to determine what is obscene, he or she is placed in an extremely difficult position to decide an
issue that he or she is not qualified to
make. Although public debate and
congressional action have focused ·on·
"obscenity," the term is ambiguous.' In
a narrow, legalistic sense, obscenity in~:.
volves the exacting standards of proof
prescribed most recently by the U.S.
Supreme Court in Miller versus California. It is certainly appropriate for
the Court to make those decisions. •. ·
The other meaning of the term; iii: ·
common parlance, involves grossly offensive matter-with the term grossly
offensive having a different defiriitio·ri
depending on the situation.
• ,·....·
Therefore, by requiring that · ihe
Chairman of the NEA be responsible
for determining such an inexplicit ·
term places a tremendous burden ·
upon the Chair.
As the bipartisan indeoendent commission. named by President Bush and
the Democratic and Republican lead- ·
ers of Congress, concluded "• • • the·
NEA is an inappropriate tribunal for:·
the legal determination of obscenity.
The Commission believes it inadvisable for the Endowment to attempt to
make determinations of what constitutes legal obscenity. The nature and
structure of the Endov;ment are not
such that it can make the neceSsa.rY
due process findings of fact and con"
clusions of law involved in these determinations. The Endov.ment must, .of .·.
course, make grants that comply with ·
Federal and State law but the appropriate forum for the formal determi-·
nation of obscenity is the courts."
.· .
This Is the conclusion of a commission that this body established in
order to resolve a conflict that threatened to undermine the integrity of
important Federal program. Now. the
body that put this Commission in
place is about to throw away its ree-··
ommendations, effecti\·ely saying that
Congress knows better. Congre5s
knows better than the Commission·
whose goal it was to study the Issue in-:·
tently and diligently and to recorri~ · ·
mend a resolution.
-'> :· ··
Instead, this body may adopt· 1an-'· :
guage that raises serious coristitutiori~·· ·
al questions under the first amend- ..
ment protections of free speech' arid• ·
·expression, imposing an · indireet- '
system of censorship with standari:ls ·so•
vague and an impact so severe as to 1·
result in a chilling of free expression
in our society.
· · ,,·, ..:
By keeping the language as included
within the appropriations bill there iS
no question in my mind that it will fail·
a first amendment test. It would tepre-'
sent an impermissible attempt by the·.:
Government
to
restrict · speech·
through a Ft!deral-funded program.'!
am afraid that we will have created an
atmosphere in which artists will fear

an
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Government or public reprisal for
work that is supported by· the endowments.
I have argued for this provision on
the merits of placing a decision of determining obscenity in the courts and
further argued that such a system
would guard first amendment rights. I
have not even touched upon the secondary issue of what I believe to be a
frustrating and needless debate.
I say that not because I wish to overlook the issue that has been raised
with regard to obscenity. Obscenity
itself is no small matter.
However, when you put it in the context of the number of grants and
awards and all the wonderful things
that the NEA does, it becomes one on
which we should not focus all of our
attention. The Senator from Utah extolled the virtues of the many programs that go on in his State. The
same is true in mine. as you see the
artists in residence and the wonderful
opportunities that young people have
to discover the thrill of being involved
in the arts.
Between 1965 and 1938, the NEA reviewed approximately 302,000 grant
applications and funded approximately 85,000 grants. Last year alone, more
tha.'1 17,000 grant applications were
considered, resulting in 4,600 grants to
arts institutions and individual artists.
The national attention focused on the
NEA involved two particular artists.
Together these grants account for less
than 3/100 of 1 percent of the total 1988
Arts Endowment budget. That is a
small concern.
However, if we are to address this
issue it is imperative that we do so in a
manner which does not threaten or
stifle the free expression of artistic
work, which many argue is the signature of our culture.
To me it is a question of risk in our
society. Is it not worth the risk of 3/ioo
of 1 percent to ensure that we do not
stifle the potential of just one such
future artist? The Hatch amendment
achieves the fine balance of restricting
Federal funding of obscene art wit!1out unduly crippling artistic expression.
I urge my colleagues to support the
Hatch amendment. ·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time.
Mr. HATCH; I yield 5 minutes to the
distinguished Senator from Connecticut.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. DODD. I thank my colleague
from Utah, Mr. President.
·
Let me, first of all, commend him for
his leadership on this issue and for his
eloquent statement this afternoon in
support of his amendment.
Mr. President, I would like to pick
up on a point the Senator from Utah
made. I think he made it eloquently,
and strongly, but I think it needs to be
emphasized in this debate.
It almost borders on the ludicrous,
Mr. President, that we are here debat-

ing this. I would have thought that
maybe an amendment was going to be
offered that might have been a resolution commending the National Endowment for the Arts.
When you have a Federal agency
after 25 years that extends 85,000-plus
grants and at the end of a quarter of a
century we are able to look over the
landscape and find 20 grants that offended some people. I would suggest
that maybe half of those would not
even be in controversy today, since
some of them were in controversy 10
or 5 years ago, and here we are trying
to restrict the ability of an agency to
do its job with the kind of record the
NEAhas.
So I am disappointed in many ways,
that we are even engagL11g in debate,
which would restrict the ability of this
agency, which has achieved the incredible performance level it has.. I find it
somewhat remarkable that we are involved in this process at all, where we
are defining or restricting the ability
of this agency to do its Job.
But I commend my colleagues from
Utah, as well as others who are responsible for drafting this compromise
proposal. In many ways, Mr. President, I regret that they have had to do
this because, frankly, as I said moment
ago, I think the agency is performing
remarkably well. But the fact is the
political realities are such that we
need to have some language that is
going to satisfy some people, and that
the agency is going to do its job.
I just want to be on record, Mr.
President, that I think it is doing its
job. I think the taxpayers in this country can be deeply proud of an agency
of the Federal Government, that after
25 years, a quarter of a century, 85.000
grants, has 20 cases they can point to
that upset some people. In a couple
cases the grants were not even made
to artists. They were made to museums, who in turn, made the grants or
chose the artists. The NEA was not
even a sponsor in a couple of these
cases. Here we are spending good time
this afternoon, quibbling over the fact
there was some controversial grants
extended out of an agency that has
performed that well.
I wish to make just a couple of
points about the agency, Mr. President, because, unfortunately, I think
people assume that these artists are
only supported by the National Endowment for the Arts. It has been
pointed out by the Chairman of NEA
that the $119 million we provide to the
NEA actually generates something in
the neighborhood of $1.6 billion in private contributions to support· artistic
productions across this country.
That is a remarkable incentive for
generating that kind of private capital
to support art in this Natiori. In the
absence of that kind of seed money, if
you will, I suspect, as he does, that
that number would be significantly
less.
The Senator from Utah poirited out
25 years ago, only a handful of States·
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had arts councils. As a result of the
work of the NEA, we now find that all
50 States are engaged,. or have arts
councils, and are promoting, of course,
all sorts of artistic productions, from
youth programs to the actual productions of the visual arts, performing
arts; really generated a tremendous
amendment of ·interest across the
country.
I would like to make an additional
point on all of this. The NEA's job
ought to be, in a sense, to promote not
the accomplished artist, r.ot the one
who has arrived, not the one who has
achieved commercial acclaim or success. The idea behind this, at least a
good part of it, is to say those who
have not yet achieved that kind of
status, that we believe enough in you.
we believe in what you are trying to
do, that we would like you to continue
what you are doing.
·
So the essence of the program, in a
sense, is to reach out to those artists
who have not yet achieved that kind
of success, and to say, stick with it,
keep trying, we think you are on the
right track. we would like to see you
do more.
So, by the very nature of the program, we end up dealing, from time to
time, with artists who are on sort of
the cutting edge.
So when we hear of artists who are
performing things or performing productions, or engaging in the production of art that is not yet commercially acceptable, that is exactly the kind
cf work that the NEA ought to be involved in, promoting that sort of activity.
Last, I hope that we in this Chamber today, would recognize that,
throughout history, it often appears
that though the politicians get quickly
forgotten, the artists of the day are remembered. That is not always true,
but it is from time to time throughout
world history. So the signature, the
identifying characteristics of a generation, in many ways, are left by the artists which the ·generation produces,
not by the speeches given by Senators,
Congressmen, not by Presidents or
heads of state necessarily, but by what
the artists say and perform, do, at any
given time in history.
In a sense this great country of ours
has always taken pride that we have
produced great artists throughout our
history, and today we ought to be encouraging even more.
So I hope the Hatch amendment is
adopted. I regret it had to be offered.
My hope would have been that we
would have gone back to what had
been done earlier. But if this is the way
we are going to achieve the kind of
openness in this process that I think is
possible, then I am going to strongly
support this amendment. because I believe without it we would not end up
with an NE.A that would perform ·as
well as it has in years past.
Connecticut, like Utah, like Vermont, of course with our Goodspeed
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Opera House, the O'Neill Theater,
Hartford Stage, countless other organizations in our State, have benefited
as well in this program.
So, I strongly urge the adoption of
the Hatch amendment. and hope we
can finally put this issue behind us,
and recognize the significant contribution of this remarkable agency that is
celebrating its 25th anniversary.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I feel
very deeply about the arts. I think
that is apparent. I am concerned about
it. I do not think it is a liberal-conservative issue. I think it is an issue of
human understanding.
Shortly after my birth. my folks lost
thei!' home in the Depression. My dad
built us a home with $50 worth of old
lumber that he bought from an old
bu::nt-out shell of a building. We did
not have indoor facilities for a number
of years in that home. We were very
poor.
My father was a building tradesman.
In fact, he taught me his trade. I
worked at It IO yea.rs myself, and
became a full-fledged member of the
AFI.rCIO as a Journeyman. I am
proud of it to this day.
I loved athletics. I would rather have
done athletics than anything else. But
my mother and my rough old father,
who worked with his hands, started
me playing the piano when I was 6
years old. I practiced piano for 6
months. I always have remembered
what I learned, and I can still flutter
around an the piano a little bit. Somehow my folks got their hands on a
beautiful violin. Then my mom and
dad sacrificed everything they had so
that I could have violin lessons.
As an athlete, I have to admit, I did
not like carrying that violin to school
at first. I got into all kinds of fights
over it. Gradually I got so I enjoyed
standing up for the violin. My folks
encouraged my interest in music and
spent less on groceries so I could get
season passes to the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. and the old Syria
Mosque in downtown Pittsburgh. I
walked 2 miles, rode streetcars. transferred all the way over to Oakland, sat
in Peanut Heaven in the Syria
Mosque. and listened to the great
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra play.
I saw all the great artists~ Roberta
Peters, Fritz Kreisler, Rubinstein,
Horo\\itz, you name it. My folks made
sure I had the opportunity to appreci·
ate the arts. I could talk about their
sacrifices and their encouragement of
my interest in the arts for quite
awhile.
I will not bore the Senate tonight,
nor do I want to take a lot of time. I
am. to this day, in such debt to that
caring- mother and devoted father for
taking time, and for i;acrificing to help
me to play the violin, the viola, the
string base, the organ, and the piano. I
am not very good at any of those now,
but I was at one time. I have not
played the violLri since I left high
school. However, I was the concert

master in our high school orchestra. I
was in "Who's Who in America High
Schools" for music.
I liked playing basketball even more.
But all the basketball playing in the
world did not do as much for me as
playing that violin and defending my
right to play it with my friends in the
schoolground.
Mr. President, the distinguished
Senator from Connecticut hit the nail
right on the head when he said that
for this little bit of seed money that
we give to the National Endowment
for the Arts we get billions of dollars
of product. Money spent on the arts
benefits kids-like that poor kid from
the wrong side of the tracks in Pitts·
burgh named ORRIN HATCH.
I do not mean to make it so personal.
There are millions of kids just like I
was, whose only chance to ever play an
instrument, see a symphony orchestra.
ballet. opera, hear the reading of
poetry, or other great works of fiction,
or experience real drama, live jazz,
arts festivals, or museums, depends
upon seed money from the NEA. The
few dollars of seed money given to
NEA. account for billions of dollars of
private contributions and increase cultural offerings all over this country.
I feel the same way the distin·
guished Senator from North Carolina
does about pornography, obscenity,
filth and, criticism of our fellow religions. However I do not believe that
content restrictions will help further
the arts. I think such restrictions will
hurt the arts. Some will say that my
amendment does not do enough.
Others will say it goes too far.
I think it is a reasonable balance to
get us where I think the distinguished
Senator from North Carolina would
like to see us. I know he is a broad·
minded person, and he sees the value
of the arts.
I hope that this amendment will be
agreed to, because the NEA helps
people all over the country experience
the arts and I want to see them con·
tinue as a viable agency. This is an Im·
portant decision; this is not some insig·
nificant debate in the U.S. Senate.
Our votes today, will make a. differ·
ence as to whether or not the NEA
continues to do the excellent job it has
done through all these years.
Mr. President, I feel very deeply
about the arts. I am sorry to have unburdened my soul to the degree of tell·
ing personal experiences, but personal
experiences shape our lives. To my
dying day, I will be grateful to that
loving mother who only went to the
8th grade, but spent the rest of her
life studying literature, poetry. and
music. even though she never played
an instrument. Her kids benefitted
from her love of the arts.
I have to say, to my dying day, I will
be grateful to her. and for what she
taught me. NEA exponentially has
done a similar thing for the people of
Utah, ma.ny of whom would never ex·
perience the syn1phony, the ballet,
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and the opera, if it was not for the
help of this agency.
I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I
wonder if the Senator will yeild 5, 6
minutes to me.
Mr. McCLURE. I yield 6 minutes to
the Senator from North Carolina.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. I do not
want to offend any Senator. But if
there has ever been more irrelevant
oratory about a matter in this U.S.
Senate than we just heard from several Senators-the saints have been good
to me-I have never heard it.
First of all, let us click off a few
things. You always hear that only 20
out of 85,000 grants have been ob·
scene. I tried to get the NEA to Justify
their assertion that there were 85,000
grants. They cannot do It. Nor can
they justify the assertion that only 20
were obscene. The truth of the matter
is that they do not know.
In any event, I say to my good friend
from Utah-and he is my good
friend-Mrs. Helms often says she
wants to adopt ORRIN HATCH, because
he is such a nice young man. But the
Senator from Utah talked about the
violin. Well, I played the violin~ too,
when I was a boy, until the instructor
called my mother and said ••1 cannot
teach him anything."
Mr. HATCH. I can see from the Senator's technique that he did not play it
very well. Neither did I, by the way.
Mr. HELMS. I did play the base
fiddle, but not very well, a.nd I was
once on the board of directors of an
opera association. I do not know
whether that gives me a.ny credentials
to talk about this thing or not.
But we are not talking about violins
or symphony orchestras or choral
groups. We are talking-about the kind
of art-and I dislike putting it this
way-where a. photographer is subsidized and rewarded because he took a
picture of a naked man with a. riding
crop protruding from his rear end.
That is what we are talking about. We
are not talking about all of the- good
decent art the taxpayers' money is
paying for.
A lot of Senators-I do not know
whether there are a lot-but same
Senators would like to do away with
all the funding. I have never suggested
that. The NEA has supported some
very good things.
Behind the scenes in the Senate, Mr.
President, a.nd perhaps I ought not to
do this, but it seems relevant to me,
Senators have come to me and said, "I
agree with you, but my wife is active
in the arts community, and she said,
'Buster, you better not vote for HELMs'
amendment.' " Then there a.re some
Senators who date actresses. and the
entertainment industry is solidly
against any restriction whatsoever on
the NEA's funding.
But Mr. President, we a.re not talking about banning anything. Let that
be made clear. We are talking about
the use of the taxpayers' money .to ·
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fund filth. Whether there have been
20 or 10 or 200 offensive grants,
nobody knows. Nobody really knows if
there have been 85,000 grants. I do not
know about that. But I do know that
even one pornographic photogra;;ih by
Mapplethorpe is too many for the taxpayers to have to fund.
The amendment of the Senator from
Utah will probably pass because it
gives some political cover for the Senators who have just voted against my
amendment. That is all it does. And all
that it was meant to do.
But let me tell you something. If the
amendment's supporters are really expecting to get NEA grants back from
artists who have been taken to court
and convicted of an obscenity violation, I would advise them not to count
on It. In the first place artists are not
going to be taken to court. And even if
they are, they are not going to be convicted. You just have to look at what
happened in Cincinatti to know that.
Mr. President, we cannot duck our
responsibility here. But the Senate is
ducking it; the Senate ducked it last
year and passed some fig leaf legislation to get around my amendment last
year. And the sleaze continued, unabated, of course.
I guess I am old-fashioned, Mr.
President, but I do not like to talk on
the Senate floor about the kind of
stuff that has been funded and taxpayers' money wasted on-like the
woman who urinated on the stage and
invited people to come up and-there
is no way to put it delicately-conduct
a gynecological examination.
That is what I am talkL.-ig about Mr.
President. That is all I am talking
about. That is all I have ever talked
about.
We are not taL11:ing about the 85,000
g~od things, Mr. President. We are
talking about the sleazeballs who have
been getting money from the NE.A
under the pretext of having produced
something that they call "art."
I submit to you that that is a farce.
It is worse than a farce; it is a fraud
upon the taxpayers of the United
States of America. I will get outvoted
every time, I suppose, but I will keep
trying, Mr. President.
I will say one more thing.
I have a friend who came to the
office not long ago, and he stopped
before the Archives Building on the
way to the Capitol to see me.
He walked in and said, "Jesse, I just
had an interesting experience." He
said, "We stopped at the stop light in
front of the Archives Building. I
looked on the marble there, and there
were the words "What is past ls prologue." He said, "I thought I would
have a little fun with the cab driver.
So I said, 'Driver, what does what is
past is prolog mean?' " He said, "I
thought the cabbie would say 'I do not
know.' But he did not. The cabdriver
said, 'That means you ain't seen nothing yet.',,.
Assuming that I am still in the
Senate next year-I do not know

whether I will or not; that is u;;i to the
Lord and the people in North Carolina-but assuming that I am here, I say
to those in the arts community, and
all of the homosexuals and all the
rest, who are upset about this amendment, what is past is prolog-You ain't
seen nothing yet.
I thank the Senator for yielding.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. HATCH. I yield 3 minutes to the
Senator from Rhode Island.
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I would
like to join with my colleagues on the
Labor Committee in supporting this
amendment regarding the National
Eclnowment for the Arts, or NEA. I
know that there is a great deal of concern in this body about the Federal
funding of the arts via the NEA, and I
do not take that concern lightly. But I
believe that the amendment proposed
by the Senator from Utah, myself, and
others is a solid one, and I urge its
adoption.
As we all remember, last year the
NEA came under intense public and
congressional scrutiny for having indirectly supported certain distasteful exhibits by two artists: Robert Mapplethorpe and Andres Serrano. As a
result of the uproar, Congress struggled for months with the question of
just what the relationship between art
and Government should be.
Finally, after some heated floor
debate, several rcllcall votes, and a
lengthy House/Senate conference, an
uneasy compromise was forged. Yet,
the compromise could not satisfy evei-,ione, and thus it please no one. In
the meantime, the NE..'\ has spent a
year under siege, unable to please
anyone.
I was one of the two members who
rose in July 1989 to speak against the
first NEA amendment. Why did I do
so? Not because I had planned to. Not
because I am a big fan of the Map·
plethorpe portfolio. Not because I
think art should be offensive, or pornographic. And not because I believe
so-called lascivious artists should prosper on taxpayers' money.
I spoke because in my view, the
amendment came dangerously close to
prescribing what should constitute
"art." And for me, that comes dangerously close to censorship-a very, very
slippery area. I do not endorse pornography. No one does. But I also do not
want to see doused our much-admired
American spirit, our ability to express
ourselves freely and creatively. As
President Bush has said:
I would prefer (not to> risk censorship, or
Cget the> Federal Gvoemment into telling
every artists what he or she can paint, or
how he or she might epxress themselves.
There is another argument expressed-that the Government has nobusiness funding the arts at all, especially in this time of budget deficit.
Reinforcing that view is the constant
reference made to the sick art and Immoral trash funded by the NEA.
Those references give many the Im-
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pression that some radical, independent agency known as the NEA has
been running amok promoting offensive art since 1965.
I agree that we must be careful to
spend money on only tho:;e programs
that are worthwhile. But I do not
think that the majority of people realsize to what extent the NEA has
touched their communities. It is an
agency that has proven itself to be not
only worthwhile, but exemplary.
The NEA was created with bipartisan support in 1965 with the goal of
fostering professional excellence of
the arts in America, and helpingcreate a climate in which the arts may
flourish. To that end, the NEA has
successfully provided nearly 90,000
grants since its inception. Of these,
less than 25 have been the subject of
controversy. That is a phenomal track
record-one to be very proud of. I
would venture that there are very few
programs with that kind of track
record.
My home State of Rhode Island is
small in size, but rich in cultural and
artistic activity. For us, the NEA has
had a far-reaching and positive impact
on our children, our communities, and
even our economy. Last year, all 39
cities and towns in Rhode Island participated in arts programs, and more
than 2.6 million people attended nonprofit arts events sponsored in part by
the NEA. Rhode Island received
$796,000 in fiscal year 1989 NEA
moneys, benefitting 128 organizations,
500 schools, and 60 artists. The net
result? A flourishing, popular public
arts program, and a boost of $72 million to the Rhode Isla.'ld economy.
I might add that NEA moneys are
often matched 3:1 by private sector
funds, thus generating a tremendous
amount of support for, and stimufa.ting public/private partnerships in, the
arts. Last year, $153 million in Federal
support helped generate $1.4 billion in
private sector arts funds. In fact, corporate support for the arts has skyrocketed from $22 million in 1966. to
$436 million in 1989. State support has
risen likewise: from $2.6 million in
1966, to over $100 million today. Such
partnerships bring communities together for the enjoyment and benefit
of all invovled. Clearly, art activities
often act as a catalyst for. economic
growth, while at the same time help-.
ing showcase America's cultural heritage.
We Americans enjoy the arts. In
1985, 29 million people went at least
once to a musical play or operetta; 25
million watched dance performed on
TV; 31 million listened to jazz on the
radio; 38 million visited arts museums;
and 96 million Americans read short
stories, poetry, or plays. Since 1966,
the arts have exploded in growth. The
number of art- museums nearly doubled in the past 25 years, from 375 to
700. The number of dance compan.'es
jumped sixfold, from 37 ·to 250. Ncnprofit theaters went from 56 to 420. So
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our interest in the arts is strong.
Americans are taking active part in
their history and culture.
But you do not have to be a
museum-goer to enjoy the ar..s. Many
daily local acti>ities are arts-oriented.
Likewise, contrary to popular· belief,
NEA funds are not reserved exclusively for art institutions. In fact, the
broad, diverse range of individuals and
groups that receive NEA support
would come as a very big surprise to
most. Schools, churches. community
groups, groups for those 'llllith mental
or physical handicaps, libraries, boys
and girls clubs. parks, theaters, and
even prisons receive help for their arr.s
and arts-related programs.
NEA-sponsored projects are not
elite. radical activities that are of in·
terest to only a very few. they are
projects that are accessible to everyone, projects that improve the quality
and richness of our-and our chil·
dren's-lives. Most of us have probably
taken part in NEA-sponsored events
without ever realizing it. For example,
here are just some of the hundreds of
NEA-supported Rhode Island projects:
"Project Discovery;• which allowed
la,500 students to attend 41 performances at Trinity Repertory Co. in
Providence;
The West Wa.rv.ick "Chance to
Dance" after school activity for over
100 fifth and sixth graders;
Tours and programs for 12,000 students at the RI Museum of Design;
A Pa'i1rtucket art program for persons with cerebral palsy;
The Prondence "Fi.-st Night~ celebration~

The Langston Hughes Center for
the Arts' perfonrumces on the cultural
contributions of African-Americans;
The Newport Folklore Society;
The Newport Music Festival; and
The Cranston ..Big Sister" Association.
Nationally, NEA-sponsored projects
are of equally high quality:
The Boston Museum of Fine Arts'
Renoir exhibit;
The Music Program and Opera-Mu·
sical Theater Program, which provide
support to orchestras and opera companies who pro~ide free or discounted
tickets to older and disabled persons;
Children's public television programs such as ''Wonderworks";
The Dance Theater of Harlem;
Philadelphia's WHYY radio station's
"Fresh Air" writers interview program.;
The Vietnam War Memorial;
"Metropolitan Opera Presents" and
"Great Perfonnances" on public television; and
The American Film Institute.
That Is an impressive list. One further note: All four 1990 Pulitzer Prize
wir..ners-musie, fiction, poetry, ·playwriting-received, at one point in their
respective careers, NEA grants.
If there is any debate today about
the importance of the NEA, it should
be framed in terms of the overall
record of the agency, not in terms of a
few individual grants that may have

escaped careful scrutiny. A few rotten
apples in the bunch should be viewed
for what they are-anomalies-instead
of being used as the yardstick by
which the entire agency is Judged.
The amendment that is here before
us- is a solid compromise that addresses
many concerns that have been raised.
It would debar from NEA funding for
3 years anyone convicted of creating
work that is obscene or that involves
child pornography. The ruling of
whether or not a work is obscene
would be made by the courts; that is
where any debate on obscenity be·
longs. As they say, you know it when
you see it. But getting a crystal-clear
definition is next to impossible. So I
think that leaving the obscenity question up to the courts is the wise and
thoughtful solution.
This conclusion is bolstered by the
Independent Com.mission that Congress set up last year to review the
NEA's grantmaking and art siandards.
The Commission report states that the
NEA is "an inappropriate tribunal for
the legal determination of obscenity,''
and that the Commisison "recommends against legislative changes to
impose specific restrictions on the content of works of art." The report
closes by saying that "[tlhe NEA
record establishes that a relatively
small investment of Federal funds has
yielded a substantial :financial return
and made a significant contribution to
the quality of American life." And
that is certainly true in my State, Mr.
President.
To be honest, I would have preferred
a clean NEA reauthorization bill without any restrictions; and last June I
joined nine of my colleagues in Introducing such a bill. But if we are to
have legislative safeguards, if there remains concern about the NEA and its
work, then I believe that the compromise crafted by the distinguished Senator from Utah and others is a reasonable solution. At least it is much more
workable than what we have seen in
the past year.
So let us let the fires of originality
burn. There might be some singeing,
but I think that Is a risk worth taking
if we want to allow American creativity to shine. I do not think we want to
see safe art-that of the lowest
common denominator-become the
only art supported by the NEA. The
NEA has helped our arts programs
flourish. That is what it was created to
do. And it ls working.
So I hope we will adopt the compromise. I thank the Chair.
Mrs. KASSEBAUM. Mr. President, I
strongly support the Hatch amend·
ment and am indeed a cosponsor. This
amendment incorporates the approach
taken by the Labor and Human Resources Committee in a reauthoriza·
tion bill approved by a 15-to-l vote in
committee. This approach is the culmination on the part of many to try to
achieve a compromise that would address the question of accountability on
the National Endowment !or the Arts.
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I think that this amendment does
that.
There are many people in Kansas as
well as, I would suggest, In North
Carolina who strongly support the development of the arts and hum.a:nites
in this country and do believe that the
Federal Government has a role to
play. However, we obviously have encountered-and I think rightly soquestions of accountability. There ls a
certain arrogance that does not bode
well for the fine work that h:i.s been
done by the National Endowment for
the Arts through the years. I think
this amendment answers those concerns.
I deeply regret that we are not able
to consider this issue as part al the
full reauthortzation bilL Because it appears that the interior appropriations
bill offers our only opportunity to
debate the NEA, I believe it Is important that the work of the authorizing
committee be considered.
This amendment assures accountability in two ways:
First, by assuring that tax funds will
not be used to support which is obscene or is child pornography; and
Second, by making a number of
changes in NEA grant procedures.
In brief, the amendment would ad·
dress the question of Federal funding
of obscenity or child pornography by
debarring for at least 3 years anyone
for creating such a work and by recouping all Federal funds used to support such work. A determination of
whether or not an art work is obscene
or is child pornography would be made
by the courts.
The reasoning behind this approach
is that:
.
First, it assures taxpayers accountability by making certain that any individual or group responsible for work
which is obscene or is child pornography is punished through debarment,
and it assures that the Government
gets it money back.
Second, it addresses Issues-obscenity and child pornography-for which
clear legal standards exists. Such clear
standards do not exist for other types
of work which many of us might find
offenive.
.
Third, it places decisionmaking authority in the hands of those most
qualified to make such determinations-the courts. The National En·
dowment for the Arts is not a Judicial
body and is poorly equipped to make
legal decisions.
In short. we are seeking an approach
which made a strong statement .regarding the appropriate use of tax dollars, which would establish clear
standards, and which would be effectively enforced. I believe this proposal
meets these goals. With respect to
NEA procedures, we are proposing- a
number of reforms to be included in
the basis NEA statute. The goals
behind these changes are:

••
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To broaden input into the process by has referred to the child pornography
adding lay people to review panel.s and laws. Are these criminal violations of
requiring rotating panel membership;
child pornography laws?
To make more complete information
Mr. HATCH. That ls correct.
available to panel members by requirMr. McCLURE. So we are talking
ing more site visits, followed by a writ- about criminal violations of child porten report to panelists;
nography laws, thHefore criminal
To make the process more open by Ia:;;:s.
requid.ng a written record of all panel
Mr. P...ATCH. I assume they are child
deliberations and by opening to the pornog:-aphy laws, capable of being
public all National Council on the Arts criminal.
r:ieetings; and
Mr. McCLURE. I assume if they are
To avoid any possible conflict of in- criminal laws, there is a criminal statterest by barring from panel member- ute and a criminal penalty and a crimlship any individual with a grant pro- r.al trial before they are found guilty
posal pending or any employee of an of violating the child pornography
organization with a pending proposal.
la.ws.
Real accountability can be assured
Mr. HATCH. That is correct.
only by a sound and open process of
Mr. McCLURE. I think that Is the
grant review. I believe this proposal central thrust of that portion.
makes significant improvement in this
Mr. HATCH. It may not necessanly
area.
have to be a statute. However, the fact
For 25 years, the NEA has helped ls, in most cases it is a statute.
nurture our Nation's rich cultural herMr. McCLURE. I assume you do not
itage-not only supporting our cele- find someone guilty of criminal violabrated institutions, groups, and lndi- tion unless there ls a statute.
viduals but also extending the reach of
Mr. HATCH. Unless the State has a
the Arts to communities in all comers common law or something like that. of our Nation.
Mr. McCLURE. I do not know that
Maintaining this proud tradition will there is a common law violation of
be possible only if the American tax- criminal law.
payer can feel confident that the NEA
Mr. HATCH. I presume the Sena.tor
will exercise good judgment in select- , ls right on that.
ing award receipients. I believe this
Mr. McCLURE. I thank the Senator.
proposal will help bolster that confiWhat we really get down to in this
dence.
ctr.bate is whether or not we establish
I believe this is an answer that we any standards at alL It is not a queshave been seeking in both the House tion of whether or not the NEA has
and the Senate to answer the concerns done good work, and I will not even
that some have felt, and I think right- quibble over the numbers of good
ly so, about the role and future of the gra.nts that have been made. I do not
National Endowment for the Arts. I care whether it is 50,000, 60,000 or
urge my colleagues to lend support to 80,000 or 120,000. I think we would all
the Hatch amendment.
stipulate, for the purposes of this
I yield the floor.
debate, that the National EndowThe PRESIDL'li'G OFFICER. The ment's granting history has been good
time has expired.
most of the time. That is not the issue.
Who ~ields time?
It is net the issue for this Senator.
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I
The Issue is whether or not they
Yield myself such time as I might con- have any responsibility to do anything
sume.
or are they responsible for the content
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The of the arts or the productions which
Senator from Idaho is recognized.
they fund? And there are some who
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, first, say, no; that it is not our business;
I state how firmly I am in oppoition to they are entitled to do whatever they
the amendment that is now before wish. Indeed, I have heard it said from
this body, and then I wish to ask the members of the arts community, "You
sponsor of the amendment one or two have a duty to give us money. It is
questions about the amendment be- none of your bliSiness how we spend
cause I want to make certain that I do It."
not mischaracterize the amendment as
I suggest we cannot so easily evade
I speak concerning it.
our own responsibilities with respect
On page 6 of the amendment, if the to the expenditure of the taxpayers'
Senator will refer to it, there is refer- money. Nor do I submit it is possible
ence made to '"violate child pornogra.- for us to say to the National Endowphy laws." That ls found on page 6, ment for the Arts, "You have no relines 7 and 8, and again on page 7, sponsibility for the expenditures of
lines d5 through 8, "found to be ob- the taxpayers' mone.9." So a simple
scene or to violate child pornography question, as far as I am concerned, is
laws." In those references I think it answered by saying: "Yes, indeed. you
refers back to paragraph No. 1. Para- do have responsibility. Yes, Indeed,
graph No. 1, I take it, is that para- you do have accountability, you, the
graph which is found on page 5, lines 6 National Endowment for the Arts, you
through 16. Arn I correct?
the Members of the Senate of the
Mr. HATCH. I believe the Senator is United States."
correct.
The taxpayers out there whose hard
Mr. McCLURE. The reason I ask money goes into these programs have
that question is, in the paragraph it a right to expect that we are trying to
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make sure that the money that we
have taken from them and provided
for the support of the arts Is expended
in a responsible fashion. That is the
issue.
I can understand some who say, "No,
you do not have any right." I disagree
with them. I think we have a responsibility. The question is does this
amendment meet this responsibility? I
think not.
We have a choice of sa~·ing there
will be no standards at all or to attempt to provide some standards or di·
rection to the National Endowment
for the Arts so we can determine
whether or not they are meeting what
we believe is their responsibility. Or
we could, as is done In this amendment, say the only standard we can set
is criminal violation, as though we are
saying that anything that is not criminal deserves our support. How silly can
we be? To say that anything less than
criminal deserves the taxpayers' financial support. It does not.
I do not mean to be unduly personal,
but I will give a personal example: I
suspect that if a private organization,
not funded by the Federal Government through the National Endowment for the Arts, would have Annie
Sprinkle performing in Temple Square
in Salt Lake City, the Senator from
Utah would object.
Mr. HATCH. I think the Senator
would object. In fact, the Senator objects to Annie Sprinkle anywhere.
Mr. McCLURE. I suspect if the Senator from Utah knew that Federal
money was supporting the Annie
Sprinkle performance in Temple
Square, he would get some questions
from his taxpayers why did he not do
something about that.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. McCLURE. Because the taxpayers will look at us and say, "You are
responsible for how the money is
being spent."
Mr. HATCH. Will the Senator yield
on that?
Mr. McCLURE. I am happy to yield.
Mr. HATCH. I do not worry about
Annie Sprinkle perfonning in Temple
Square. That is not going to happen.
1'.t!r. McCLURE. No. Now, if the Senator will yield, why is that not going to
happen?
_
Mr. HATCH. For many reasons,
which I would just as soon not go into.
One thing I do agree with the distinguished Senator from North Carolina
on, ls that some of these illustrations
he brought up are very serious. They
have to be paid attention to. I think
Senator HELMS has done the country a
service in raising the Issue.
Mr. McCLURE. Let me recover my
time.
Mr. HATCH. If I could just say one
other thing.
Mr. McCLURE. Surely.
Mr. HATCH. That is, the National
Endowment has stated that it did not
fund Annie Sprinkle.
-
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Mr. McCLURE. Come on.
I recover my time at this point. I will
respond to that.
Mr. HATCH. Might I just answer on
my o\1;n time?
Mr. McCLURE. Just a moment, I
will yield back in a minute.
Mr. HATCH. I am not saying they
did not.
Mr. McCLURE. I want to respond to
that right now.
For the National Endowment to say
that we did not hand her the check,
therefore we are not responsible for
what she did, is Just an absolute evasion of the kind of responsibility we
think they ought to have.
Now, I will not accept for 1 minute
the idea because they did not hand
her the check their hands are clean. If
the National Endowment were to say
to me and to say to the American
public, we are sorry for what happened; if ·the National Endowment
were to say, we accept responsibility
for this and we are going to tighten up
on the processes and reviews and see
this does not happen again, many of
us woUld feel differently about it.
Now I do not agree with my friend
from New Hampshire, who came in a
moment ago and in a brief speech indicated he would do away with the
whole thing, because I agree with the
Senator from Utah, from personal experiences, which I could recite but will
not take the time to do so, how much
the arts mean to this Senator. I share
many of the experiences that many
people across this country share with
respect to the enrichment of our lives
because of the arts, and I support
what the National Endowment is supposed to be doing and ought to be
doing and most of the time does.
I reject the idea, however, that the
National Endowment, because they do
good things, should not have responsibility for the bad things which they
permit to happen with taxpayers'
money.
Mr. HATCH. Will the Senator Yield
on that point?
Mr. McCLURE. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. I do not mean to take
the Senator's time, but I think he has
quite a bit of time.
Is the Senator familiar with the
GAO report requested by the distinguished Senator from North Carolina?
In that GAO report, he asks them to
investigate Annie Sprinkle.
As a preface to my comments, I want
to say that I do not condone Annie
Sprinkle.
Mr. McCLURE. May I yield on your
time?
Mr. HATCH. Sure..
I do not condone Annie Sprinkle. I
do not like that type of performance.
But I think to use that example, when
the GAO report shows that the money
was given to the Kitchen and was
spent a long time before Annie Sprinkle's show was produced, may not be
quite totally fair. Whether that is true
or not, I do not know. All I can say is, I
do not like performances like Annie

Sprinkle's any more than the distinguished Senator from Idaho does, or
the distinguished Senator from North
Carolina does.
The procedures we have in this bill
will result in the NEA making grants
which clearly identify where the funds
go. I think that Is going to eliminate
questions about whether or not a
project is funded by NEA. It is one of
the things we tried to do. The procedural changes are as important as, if
not more important, than the sanctions we have proposed.
I also think its fair to ask questions
about any of the 20 exceptions that
have been raised. Suppose there are
100 that are suspect, very questionable
and open to criticism. I am not sure
any of us woUld disagree with each
other about our right and responsibility to criticize them. The point is, how
do we want this agency with an excellent record to be run? Where do we
want it to go? Do we want to destroy it
or do we want freedom of expression
in this country?
I think freedom of expression is very
important. I want to support freedom
of expression.
Be that as it.may, I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mrs. KASSEBAUM. Mr. President, I
wonder if the Senator-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Idaho has the floor.
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I
would be happy to have the Senator
from Utah Yield to the Senator from
Kansas.
Mrs. KASSEBAUM. Will the Senator from Utah yield just a minute so I
may respond to the Senator from
Idaho?
Mr. HATCH. Yes.
Mrs. KASSEBAUM. The Senator
from Idaho made some very good
points, and I agree totally v.ith his
comment that there is a responsibility
that comes with funding. That is a responsibility that we have, that is a responsibility that the National Endowment for the Arts has.
You ask what, then, has improved as
far as accountability-because that is
what we are aiming at when you mention a show such as the Annie Sprinkle show. In other words, what would
there be in the particular amendment
that we are discussing that would not
have allowed this type of performance? I would simply say I think the
procedural changes that are in the
amendment really provide the answer,
because real accountability can only
be assured by a more open and broader re\iew process. I think It has already been ennunclated what that
review process is and what changes
have been made there.
I clearly believe, and would say to
the Senator from Idaho, that I think
with the change in those procedures,
such a performance would have been
questioned before any money was
given to fund the project.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER· <Mr.
BINGAMAN). The time Of the· Senator
from Kansas expired.
Who yields time?
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I
would say to my friend from Kansasand she is my friend and an excellent
Senator and I have a very, very high
personal regard for her, so my comments are not personal in any way. I
heard what the Senator said. I think
she is dead wrong.
Now I agree that the movement in
this bill, in the amendment before us,
is in the right direction. I think the
process changes may Yield some favorable resUlts. I will note for the record
that on page 3 of the amendment,
where it describes the lay members,
that I read the amendment to say that
the lay panel members must be selected from a group who has been approved by the chairman.
Now if that is not a rubber stamp or
lapdog process, I do not know what It
is. That does not strike me as being an
independent review or Independent
analysis. So as much as I would like to
say about moving the process in the
right direction, and it does, it does not
move it far enough.
Now, to say that, yes, we think they
ought to be accountable, I agree with
that. I am glad that others agree with
that. But what does this amendment
do to make them more accountable? I
do not think I see that.
I think the process is improved and
may yield improvements in accountability, but what I hear from the arts
community is that it is none of your
darn business what we do with the
money you have provided. They do not
wish us to hold them accountable.
They deny that we have any right to
expect accountability.
That is why lt is important, from the
standpoint of this Senator, that we attempt, as feebly as it might be, attempt to write some standards against
which that accountability will be
Judged. And writing into this amendment the process that if you violate a
criminal law you have to pay it back
falls far short of the standards of accountability that I think are necessary
when it comes to the expenditure of
taxpayers' funds.
,.: < I think the statement made by the
distinguished Senator from Rhode
Island about "you shall not apply any
prior restraint" has absolutely nothing
to do with the appropriate process· by
which you judge whether or not taxpayers funds shoUld be spent. ·
·
Now, a moment ago, I said, would
you want Annie Sprinkle on Temple
Square in Salt Lake City? My friend _
from Utah says, well, she will not ever
appear there. Well, whether she does
or does not appear there, or whether
that particUlar program woUld or
woUld not be shown in Salt Lake City,
is illustrative of the problem that. we
have when we start trying to say, let
us fund the arts but have no standards
at all.
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II the National Endowment had in

j

)

the past said these few-and they are
few-grants that have been made, that
have caused the problem, are aberrations and we are going to stamp them
out, then some of us would have trusted the Endowment to indeed attempt
to sta..-np them out. I have a great deal
oi respect. for John Frohnmayer. I
have talked to him upon a number of
occasions about this very problem.
When he first arrived in town he
said he was going to take steps to stop
this. The minute he said I am going to
take steps to stop this the arts commu·
nity descended on him like a ton of
bricks and said. what do you mean you
are going to st.op this? You have no
right to try to stop this.
Will he? I do not know. But I have
the very strong and grave suspicion
tli.at if we lose the attention that is focused on this subject by these kinds of
debates, we will see more rather than
less of the inappropriate expenditure
of taxpayers' money.
I am not willing to see that happen.
I. therefore, oppose this amendment
even though I think it moves In the
r!ght direction because I think it is a
sincere attempt to improve the process
but will have the result of diverting attention away from something upon
which attention should be focused.
Let us not adopt this amendment
s.nd say now we have solved this problem. Let us keep a focus on the problem so we do solve the problem.
I will guarantee that every ta.'Cpayer
In this country will, I hope, continue
to focus on our activities, as to whether or not we have met our responsibility to make certain we keep our attention on the National Endowment to
make certain they have met their responsibility.
I am happy to yield the Senator 5
minutes.
The PRESIDL."'G OFFICER. The
~~nator from Indiana is recognized for
5 minutes.
Mr. COATS. Mr. President, I approach this issue as I did in committee
as a supporter of the National Endowment. The National Endowment has
provided significant amount of financial help to some very important Institutions in Indiana: The Indiana
Museum of Art, the Fort Wayne Phil·
harmonic-I can go on and on naming
important things that the National
Endowment has provided. So I approach this issue as someone who
\\'ants to see the agency survive and
flourish if possible in these tough
budget times. but continue its work.
But I also approach this as someone
who has personally been deeply. offended by some of the works that have
been funded with my tax dollars and
my constituents' tax dollars; and
someone who represents 5.5 million
people in the State of Indiana. many
of whom have been deeply offended
that their funds, their hard earned dollars, have gone to support works that
are called art but th2.t I think every-

one of us knows is not only objectionable but for the most part obscene.
To me this does not seem to be a difficult issue, because we do not have to
stand on this floor and debate what
the definition of obscenity is. We do
not have to delve into the Supreme
Court cases and make a determination
as to what is allowed under the first
amendment and what is not.
Our responsibility as elected Representatives is to make wise use of the
taxpayers' funds that are entrusted to
us. I for a moment do not see how we
can, In the midst of a budget deficit
cr'..sis that is going to, unless we pass
another continuing resolution, shut
down this Crt:>vernment at midnight tonight, that has caused months and
months of anguished negotiation over
a Federal deficit, I do not understand
how we can be standing here saying
we have no basis to put any restriction
whatsoever on how taxpayers' dollars
will be spent by an agency that frankly many people would like to just close
down in the name of fiscal austerity
and just say well, we simply· cannot
afford it. I did not want to do that.
But I submit unless we can demonstrate to the American people that we
can make wise use of their tax dollars,
they are going to be demanding that
we shut down some of these programs.
I do not think the amendment of the
Senator from North Carolir:a is in any
way unreasonable. We are try'.ng to
put some preconditions on dispensing
of tax dollars for materials that clearly have been and are very offensive to
the American public. I know the efforts of the Senator from Utah and
others over several months to fashion
a process solution to the problem have
been laborious and toughly negotiated.
But those are after-the-fact restrictions. They do nothing to give guidelines to the NEA as to how they shall
dispense the funds before the fact.
Simply saying if a court somewhere
finds a work obscene, then the artist
has to return the money and not be eligible for any future funding for 5
years, is not the kind of restriction
and not the kind of stewardship that I
think the American taxpayer expects
of us.
In committee I offered an amendment. I am new to this body so I obviously did not understand how this was
going to play out. But I thought, how
c:m anybody reject this? Instead of
trying to define what is obscene, what
art was and so on, I said let us take the
Supreme Court's definition of obscenity. Let us take the Federal statute
that defines child exploitation, the
Federal standards on child pornography. Let us just see if we can incorporate those into the law and let that be
the basis so we do not have to be censers here on the Senate floor, but so
that the NEA has some guidelines
which have been sanctioned by the
court and by Congress, previously
sanctioned. That amendment went nowhere.
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Herc we are attempting to deal. now,
with the cornn:tlttee-designed process
which I agree with the Senator from
Idaho may be a step in the right direction.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is advised that his 5 minutes
has expired.
Mr. McCLURE. I yield my colleague
1 additional minute.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER; The
Senator is recognized for 1 additional
minute.
Mr. COATS. Mr. President, I think
it is important to get to the bottom
line_ The bottom line is what responsibility do we have to the taxpayers that
we represent in the expenditure of
their funds?
This argument has nothing to do
with whether or not some artist can go
off on his own and create whatever he
wants. If he wants to do that on his
own time and can stand the muster of
a potential court test, more power to
him. But I do not think we have to
fund his effort. I do not think we have
to go to the taxpayer and fund his
effort when some of these efforts have
resulted in works that have been profoundly offensive to the American
people; that have profoundly attacked
my religion.
·
I cannot stand for it. My constituents cannot stand for it. I do not think
this body should stand for it.
These are the most minimalist of restrictions. We impose guidelines on
every other agency and every other
expenditure of Government. Why can
we not impose one here? Can you
imagine us here saying we cannot put
ai1y pre<:onditions on HUD or the
S&L's and what money they can l<>an
because they ought to have unfettered
ability to loan that. and if they make a
mistake and the court finds they made
a mistake they will not make loa.'15 in
the future? I cannot imagine us saying
that. I support the Senator. I yield the
floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. HATCH. I yield 2 minutes to the
distinguished Senator from Illinois.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.. The
Senator from Illinois is recognized for
2 minutes.
Mr. SIMON. I"1r. President, I join
my colleague from Indiana in being
deeply offended by two of the things
that have been funded. But. in fact, we
have guidelines. When my friend from
Indiana says that we have guidelines
for other agencies and he mentions
HUD and the savings and loan, there
is a totally different thing when you
are talking about guidelines for agencies and what they do and when you
are talking about expression by
people.
Yes, we have had a couple of things
that have offended me, frankly. I do
not think they should have been
funded.
Out of 85,000 grants in total by the
National Endowment for the Arts over
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the years there have been about 20
that have been controversial.
I think we have some guidelines Implicit here. They are loose, but they do
precisely what our colleague from
Idaho has suggested and that is tightening procedures. If you want to reflect on what we are doing and why we
ought to do It, I suggest anyone who is
in doubt in this body-and I do not
know if anyone is-but go back and
read the speech by Senator DANFORTH
from Missouri when this issue first
came up. It was one of the most eloquent speeches I have heard in my
years in the Senate.
Basically, what he was saying is, if
we err, let us err on the side of freedom. I think that is not bad advice for
this body. I think the proposal from
my colleague from Utah, which I am
pleased to cosponsor, is sensible·
middle. ground. I think we have an Administrator of the National Endowment for the Arts In Mr. Frohnmayer
who Is moving us in the right direction. I think this Is the amendment
that should be accepted; and then we
we can go· ahead and approve the
funding for the National Endowment
for the Arts.
·
Mr. HATCH. I yield 2 minutes to the
distinguished Senator from Minnesota.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Minnesota is recognized
for 2 minutes.
·
Mr'. DURENBERGER. Mr. President, the National Endowment for the
·Arts (NEAl and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEHl were
created 25 years ago this month. At
that tirrie President Lyndon Johnson
declared that·
Government can seek to create conditions
under which the arts can flourish: though
recognition of achievements, through helping those who ·seek to enlarge creative understanding. through Increasing· the access
of our people to the works of our- artists.
and through recognizing the arts as part of
the pursuit of American greatness.

Because of the recent controversy
associated with the National Endowment for the Arts, I have spent a lot of
time reviewing the original mission of
theNEA.
Federal involvement in the arts is
not new. In the past, Government involvement in the arts meant preserving it as a symbol of status and wealth
and limiting its benefits to the elite.
Today government acts as an equalizer
of. access and an identifier of quality
· and achievement. While· access and
recognition has primarily been the
role of the NEA, its important to remember that the Federal Government
has also supported the arts through
other means including tax exempt
status and other preferential treatment under the Tax Code.
.
I believe the top priority of Federal
funding should be to facilitate access
to the arts for all Americans-the poor
as well as the rich, people who live In
New. York City as well as people who
live in Barrett, MN, population 388~

Has the NEA been successful on this
count? It certainly has. When the
NEA was established 25 years ago.
there were only 37 professional dance
companies, today there are over 250;
in 1965 there were only 60 professional
orchestras, today there are over 212;
there were only 56 professional nonprofit theaters, today there is a network of over 400. Today more people
attend cultural events than attend
sporting events.
The NEA promotes access by supporting the Prairie Wind Players in
Barrett, the Chamber Music Society in
St. Cloud, the Duluth Superior Symphony, St. Francis Music Center In
Little Falls, the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony, the Hengel Museum in New
Ulm, and many other small town and
rural community arts organizations
who might not otherwise exist without
the help and support of the NEA. Yes,
the NEA has been successful in expanding access to the arts for all
Americas.
Mr. President. I would like to share
with you one particular instance of
NEA funding involving a production
by the Great North American History
Theater in St. Paul featuring Sister
Mary Giovanni Gourhan. The Great
North American History Theater is a
unique theater that presents works by
contemporary artists that explore
human stories of real people as a way
of connecting us to each other and our
common future. Last summer, this
theater received NEA support through
the State arts board to present four
one act plays entitled "Homegrown
Heroes." One of the plays celebrated
the life of Sister Giovanni, who is a
personal heroine of mine. Sister G, as
those of us who know her call her, is
best known for founding and leading
the Guadalupe Area Project on St.
Paul's West Side. I am only too
pleased to say that NEA funds have
helped bring her story to life for the
many individuals who have not been
as fortunate as I to have been personally touched by her.
The second priority of national
funding should be to bring recognition
to the very best of America's artists. It
is an opportunity to acknowledge the
success of the applicant and to challenge the artist and others to produce.
This recognition not only helps a
struggling artist get off the ground
but also helps facilitate new works and
new artists. The private sector will
always support the established artist,
but it is the aspiring artist, that needs
the seed of support and recognition
only a national organization like the
NEA can bring.
What does this recognition mean for
different communities and different
States? I know what it has meant for
my ov.m State of Minnesota. We have
always held a deep interest in the arts,
but until the last couple of decades
have never been recognized as a leader
in the arts. But the efforts Minnesota
has taken at the State level in arts
education and community involvement
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has earned it the recognition of. the.
NEA. And this recognition from the
NEA has helped transform Minnesota
Into a nationally recognized cultural
center. Today, it receives the third
largest amount of NEA funding; .
behind only New York and California~
National recognition not only has the benefit of stimulating the artist··
and the artS community, but also acts·
as a Catalyst for private Sector StipC
port. In 1988 Endowment grants totaling $119 million generated over $41.6·
billion in private funds. National recognition serves as an endorsement of.
quality and achievement,- which en..' ·
hances the fundraising capabilities of ·
grantees and other arts organizations;··
Much of the controversy which has.·
endangered the NEA sterns from how
we go about defining quality art; arid
deciding which artists will receive na:
tional recognition. It is this question
that I think is difficult for us as leg'iS;
lators to answer.
··
_..
I was reminded recently of the incident of. the Rivera murai within the
Rockefeller Center during the days of
the Red scare. Nelson Rockefeller
commissioned Diego Rivera to. paint a
mural in the entrance hall of the main
building. The work was done in fresco,
in which the plasterer lays up the surcface just ahead of the painter who
uses water soluble pigments that penetrate the wet plaster-so when the.
plaster dries, the painting is permanently part of the wall. When Rivera
finished and went to sign his name, he
painted a large head of Lenin and .the
hammer and sickle, then signed. his.
name.
.
There was a great uproar and ·the
mural was ultimately destroyed. E.B.
White wrote a poem about it which I
ask unanimous consent to print in tli.e
RECORD following my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection it is so ordered.
<See exhibit l.>
Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. President, while this work does not cross
the line of obscenity which is the
center of the debate today, I think It
illustrates clearly the difficulty one
has-especially a legislative body-:-de· •
fining offensive art. Had Rivera painted his mural today; I doubt that It
would get a second look.
. . < : ·,? ,: ···.
Those who support restricti6n8 :::·
would like us here in Congr'ess ·to
define and legislate against works· of
art they find offensive or obscene~ Ob:
scene, as defined by Webster's dlction<ary is "offensive to modest; or ·decen~
cy." I suppose a lot of art could be
classified by some to be offensive to .
modest, or decency, as the· Rivera··
mural was years ago, but still ·not be
obscene in the pornographic sense or
the word. How is an artist to know,.if ·
his or her work will meet this stand· ··
ard?
.
. ..
Is it possible or advisable to add re- ·
strictive language prohibiting the NEA ·
from funding obscene art? -The Inde·
pendent Commission instructed ·by
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Congress to look into the controversy
s:.irrounding the NEA said no. They reported that if the Federal Government chose to fund the arts that legally "what it may not do • • • is to
choose those to be funded-and, often
more important, those not to be
funded-in a manner which punishes
what Congress views as dangerous content." The Commission also went on to
say that it is "inadvisable for the Endowment to attempt to make determinations of what constitutes legal obscenity." That "the nature and structure of the Endowment are not such
that it can make the necessary due
process findings of facts and conclusions of law involved in these determinations."
I would like to emphasize that my
support for this legislation does not
mean that I believe we as a nation
should have to put up v.ith art that is
obscene or pornographic, in order to
allow artistic freedom.
That a concern reflected in thousands of phone calls and letters I have
received over the past year from constitutents. I share with those constitutents an abhorrence of pornography
and obscenty and the degradation of
respect for persons-especially women
in society-and the threat it represents to the moral values we all strive
to pass on to our children.
Plain and sinlple, I could not support
this legislation if I felt it somehow
sanctioned, supported or encouraged
child pornography or obscenity. Obscenity and pornography are illegal
and should not be tolerated period. I
believe this legislation is consistent
with that intolerance and illegalityeven strengthening leverage now available through the courts to discourage
obscenity and pornography and to
punish and remove it when it occurs.
The legislation before us says that
we should rely on the long history we
have in our courts of defining, discouraging and removing both obscenity
and pornography. The legislation says
we should rely on the body of law to
guide us to mean sure artists are not
rewarded with Federal funding for art
that has been found in violation of
law. And inlposes tough sanctions
a.gainSt an artist who is found guilty of
violating obscenity or child pornography laws. The bill also makes needed
and necessary changes to the grantmaking process to increase accountability and to open the process for
greater public involvement and understanding.
1\-fr. President. I want to compliment
the work of Senators PELL. HATCH, and
KASSEBAUM for their hard work on this
bill and for finding a solution that ad.dresses the problem i.'l a manner that
will preserve all the many good things
the Endowment has given us over the
years. The bill before us is a good one,
and I urge my colleagues support.

EXHIBIT 1
l PAINT WHAT l SEE

<A Ballad of Artistic Integrity, on the Occasion of the Removal of Some Rather Expensive Murals from the RCA Building in
the Year 1933)
"What do you paint, when you paint on a
wall?"
Said John D.'s grandson Nelson.
"Do you paint just anything there at all?
"Will there be any doves. or a tree In fall?
"Or a hunting scene, like an English hall?"
"I paint what I see," Said Rivera.
"\Vhat are the colors you use when you
paint?"
Said John D.'s grandson Nelson.
""Do you use any red in the beard of a
saint?
"If you do, is it terribly red, or faint?
"Do you use any blue? Is it Prussian?"
"l paint what I paint," said Rivera.
"Whose is that head that I see on my wall?"
Said John D.'s grandson Nelson.
"Is it anyone's head whom we know, at all?
"A Rensselaer. or a Saltonstall?
"ls it Franklin D.? Is it Mordaunt Hall?
"Or is it the head of a Russian?"
"I paint what I think," said Rivera.
"I paint what I paint. I paint what I see,
"l paint what I think." said Rivera.
"And the thing that is dearest in life to me
"In a bourgeois hall is Integrity;
"However .
"I'll take out a couple of people drinkin'
"And put in a picture of Abraham Lincoln;
"I could even give you McCormick's reaper
"And still not make my art much cheaper.
"But the head of Lenin has got to stay
"Or my friends will give me the bird today,
"The bird, the bird. forever."
"It's not good taste in a man like me,"
Said John D.'s grandson Nelson,
"To question an artists' Integrity
"Or mention a practical thing like a fee,
"But I know what I like to a large degree,
"Though art I hate to hamper;
"For twenty-one thousand conservative
bucks
"You painted a radical. I say shucks,
"I never could rent the offices"The capitalistic offices.
"For this, as you know, is a public hall
"And people want doves, or a tree in fall,
"And although your art I dislike to hamper,
"I owe a little to God and Gramper,
"And after all,
"It's my wall ... "
"We'll see if it is," said Rivera.
-E.B. WHITE

Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presi-

dent, in summary, I rise in support of
the Hatch amendment to substitute
the language which we passed 15 to 1
in the Labor and Human Resources
Committee for the content restrictions
in the underlying bill.
There has been a fair amount of
conversation here this afternoon
about responsibility to the taxpayer. I
rise to say if this is the place that is
going to be responsible for the taxpayer, we have not done a good job of
demonstrating the capability of designing a legislative answer or any
other answer for that responsibility.
Instead, I remind my colleagues of
what the mission of the National Endowment for the Arts to the taxpayers. and everybody else in this country, has been since 1965. The first mission has been to facilitate access to the
arts that are American to everybody in
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this country, for people who are poor
as well as rich, people who live in rural
areas, as well as in big cities. The folks
in New York City and the folks in a
little town called Barrett, MN, population 388, which has now a nationally
recognized Prairie wind players in this
little town of Barrett. MN. And because of the recognition to the people
in New York City, and in Barrett, MN,
today, as compared to 1965, there has
been a growth in professional dance
companies from 37 to 250; in · 1965
there were only 60 professional orchestras in America; today there are
212. I could go on and talk about nonprofit theaters. We talk about individual artists. That is the responsibility
that this body has and every one of us
has to the taxpayers, to the people of
this country.
Our second priority, is to bring recognition to the very best of America's
artists, and through a system of national recognition, to make sure that
the cultural diversity of this country,
that is so well represented by our artists, is conveyed from one generation
to another. You cannot do that just in
Barrett. MN. You cannot do that just
in St. Paul, MN. You can only do that
through this National Government
and the instrument is the National Endowment.
I strongly support the substitute language of my colleague from Utah.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields tinle?
Mr. HATCH. I yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from Massachusetts.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Massachusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I
regret I was not here .earlier in the
debate as one of the principal sponsors. along with Senators HATCH,
KASSEBAUM, and PELL. We were in the
conference on the immigration bill. I
commend him for the excellent leadership he has provided in this extremely
important area of public policy.
The debate on the future of the National Endowment for the Arts has
consumed this body for over a year.
Were this truly a debate about the
proper role of the Federal Government in supporting the arts, it would
be significant enough. But even more
significant, is this assault on the First
Amendment protection of freedom of
expression.
The Endowment has an outstanding
record of success and achievement.
Not even its harshest critics can point
to more than a handful of controversial, or questionable grants in the
entire quarter century of its existence.
The Nation:il Endowment has had
an extremely positive. impact on the
lives of all citizens of our country.
Before the Endowment came ·into
being, arts in America were largely exclusive, now they reach every corner
of A..-nerica. Since 1965, 100 local artS
agencies have grov.n to over 2,000.
Total State arts budgets at that time
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totaled $2.7 million; now the States
spend a total of $268.3 million.
Quality and excellence have been
the hallmark of the agency.
The last 11 Pulitzer Prize winning
plays were developed with the help of
NEA at nonprofit theaters. Additionally. "Driving Miss Daisy," a recent released Oscar-winning film. was devel·
oped with Endowment support.
For a. quarter century, ever since its
creation in 1965, the Arts Endowment
has enjoyed broad bipartisan approval
in Congress. Our support has been
overwhelmingly reaffirmed every 5
years since then-and now is surely
not the time to walk away from our essential public commitment to the arts
and free expression.
Around the world, new freedoms are
being won by peoples who have endured censorship and repression all
their lives. In Eastern Europe and
even the Soviet Union. demands for
liberty are being heard and heeded. At
a time when Berlin Walls are coming
down in many other lands, it would be
shameful for the United States to fail
the test of liberty by erecting new barriers against free expression here at
home.
During the final day of the hearings
which the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources held on the reauthorization of the Endowment. Maestro Mstilslav Rostropovich took. time
to share with the committee members,
his personal observations on the tragedy of suppression of ideas and expression. He recounted for us that the
works of many brilliant composers in
the Soviet Union were censored, and
his fellow countrymen were deprived
of the power and beauty of this part
of their national cultural heritage.
He amused the committee with his
description of his personal encounter
>1."ith government censors. He was once
asked as a young Soviet artist preparing for a tour in the West what music
he intended to play. He told the censors his program. included Bach Suite
No. 7 and Mozart Sonata for Cello and
Piano in G Minor. Well. it seems Bach
only composed 6 suites, and Mozart
never composed anything for Cello
and Piano, but the Government censors were none the wiser.
Government officials are not the appropriate adjudicators of the arts. Art
professionals have compiled an excellent track record in developing the
peer panel system that is currently in
place. We have no business substituting congressional judgments for peer
review.
We must resist the cans te> censorship-to return to our Nation's regrettable periods of Comstock, McCarthyism, and anti-intellectualism.
A century ago, the painter Claude
Monet would probably hav~ been
banned in Boston. This year, his impressionist paintings were the toast of
the city-with rave reviews and unprecedented waiting lines to view the
exhibition of his work at the Museum
oi Fine Arts. This exhibition, too, was

funded in part by the National Endowment for the Arts.
The arts are a measure of our society. They chronicre our history, record
our successes, warn of our weaknesses,
expand our understanding, and challenge us to seek what is best in ourselves and in our national character. A
nation which censors intellectual and
creative activity does so at great risk
to itself.
I am pleased that the Committee on
Labor and Human Resources was able
to recommend bipartisan legislation
that was approved 15-to-l by the members of the committee. The bill is a
well-constructed and carefully crafted
response to the concerns raised in conjunction with the Endowment's contro\·ersiaI grants.
Although the committee worked separately from the bipartisan Independent commission appointed by Presi·
dent Bush this past year, we came to
similar conclusions about v;ays which
would be effective and appropriate to
improve the Endowment's grantmaking procedures.
On the issue of obscenity, we were
able to develop a solution to assure
that no Federal funds go to work that
is ruled obscene or which violates
State child pornography laws. Neither
the NEA. the arts community, or the
members of the Labor Committee support Federal funding of obscenity. Obscenity is without artistic merit and is
not protected by the Constitution.
The provisions on obscenity recommended by the Labor and Human Resources Committee represent a biparti·
san compromise which, I hope, will be
adopted by the conferees.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. HATCH. I yield 2 minutes to the
distinguished Senator from Ohio.
· The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. METZENBAUM- Mr. President,
I rise in support of the amendment of
the Senator from Utah and in support
of the National Endo-wment for the
Arts.
With a relatively small investment
of Federal dollars, this much maligned
agency has made an enormous contribution to the cultural life of our
Nation, bringing theater, ballet, symphonies, public television shows, and
great works of art to millions of Amer·
icans in their own communities.
It would be a tragic mistake to continue to allow the furor over a few
controversial art awards to overshadow the excellent job that the Endowment has been doing. It's time to put
this controversy into perspective once
and for all.
For the past 25 years. the National
Endowment for the Arts has compiled
an outstanding record of achievement,
encouraging and supporting artists
and promoting excellence in dance,
theater. music, the visual arts, and
other fields. It has helped to make the
arts accessible to an ever wider audi·
ence, and has leveraged millions of
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dollars of support for the arts from
the private sector. Each Federal dollar
invested through the NEA generates
$10 in private donations.
To a great extent, the Endowment
has been responsible for the explosion
of dance companies, theater groups,
orchestras, and opera performances
which has occurred over the last. 25
years. In 1965, when the NEA was authorized, there were only 37 professional dance companies in the United
States; today there are at least 250. In
1965 there were 60 professional orchestras; today there are over 200 providing enjoyment to their communities. In the early 1960"s there were
only 27 opera companies in the United
States; today our Nation boasts 113'. In
1965, there were 56 professional nonprofit theaters in the United States.
Today, there are over 400, and the vast
majority of new American plays and
playwrights have come from this nonprofit sector. In fact, the last 11 PuI·
itzer Prize winning plays were developed at NEA-funded nonprofit theaters.
In my own State of Ohio, the Endovanent has provided support for a
wide range of programs and institutions across the State, including art
museums, ballet companies. symphony
orchestras. dance groups. folk arts festivals, opera companies. and theater
groups.
Let me cite just a few examples. of
projects which the Endowment has
supported recently in Ohio.
The Dayton Contemporary Dance
Company, a black modem dance reper·
tory company, received a grant from
NEA which helped support its 21st
season, highlighting a new ballet by
Ulysses Dove, a rising choreographer
who has worked with Alvin Ailey and
the Paris Ballet.
The Ohio Arts Council used NEA ·
funds to support presentations · of
master folk artists Lois K. Ide, a quilter from Bucyrus, Donald McConnell. a
woodworker from ~fount Vernon,· and
June Radcliff, a country musician
from Wellston, and their apprentices.
The Endowment pro\ided a grant to
the Mad River Theater Works, which
creates new plays based on the cultuz:e
of the rural midwest through inter~
views and oral histories from people of
the area.
An NEA grant enabled the Fairmount Theater of the Deaf to tour
outside of Ohio, offering performances
in schools and elsewhere. often providing its audiences with their first exposure to deaf actors.
The Arts Commission of Greater
Toledo received a grant to bring together major arts institutions, small
arts groups, arts professionals, and individual artists to collaborate with
educators in planning a curriculum. for
a new regional public scl1ool for the
creative and performing arts to open
in the fall of 1991.
·
A grant to the Columbus Symphony
Orchestra allowed it to expand its edu-
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cational programs, reaching close to
20,000 high school and elementary students, and to form a children's chorus.
These and the many other programs
supported by the NEA have immeasurably enriched the lives of the citizens
of my State.
Endowment support has also contributed to economic development, revitalizing inner cities, stimulating revenue and creating jobs. Clevela.'1.d's
well-known Playhouse Square, for example, which has brought important
cultural and economic advantages to
my own home city was begun with a
challenge grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.
The Cleveland Ballet, which has enjoyed Endowment support, employs
nearly 300 men and women, and estimates its contribution to the local
economy at more than $12 million annually.
These are just a few examples of the
many ways in which the endowment
has helped to generate support and
enthusiasm for American arts.
It is important to note that the Endowment's peer review system of
a warding grants has generally worked
well, while protecting artistic freedom
from Government control. It is the
rare exception when public funds are
used to support art which elicits widespread public opposition. Throughout
the 25-year history of the Endov1ment,
it has awarded more than 85,000
grants, only some :JO of which have
stirred controversy. That is a pretty
good record. I wonder how many other
Federal agencies or departments can
match it. Certainly not HUD or the
Pentagon.
No doubt, like any system, there are
ways it can be improved and fine
tuned. The Chairman of the Endowment has a.li'eady taken a series of
steps in this regard. And the amendment offered by the Senator from
Utah includes a number of procedural
reforms approved by the Labor and
Human Resources Committee to increase accountability.
In addition, our amendment addresses responsibly the concerns which
have been raised rega.;ding funding of
obscenity. The amendment will substitute the compromise language on obscenity which was approved by the
Labor and Human Resources Committee in its reauthorization bill. This language, offered in committee by Senator HATCH, ensures that no Federal
funds will be used to support obscenity
or child pornography, by debarring
from NE4 funding for at least 3 years
anyone i!'Onvicted of creating or producing such work and by recouping all
Federal funds used to support such
work.
Frankly, this approach was not my
first choice. I cosponsored and strongly supported the original legislation
proposed by President Bush to reauthorize the Endo>1rment without any
changes in this area.
However, I believe this is a reasonable and workable compromise, which
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addresses concerns about obscenity,
but puts the issue where it belongs-in
the courts. It also avoids the many
problems an.d the chilling effect on artistic expression which have resulted
from the current language.
l';Ir. President, this compromise Ianguage was the result of months of bipartisan work by the committee and
subcommittee leadership on both sides
of the aisle, and I commend them for
their efforts to resolve this highly
emotional issue. The compromise was
approved in committee by a vote of 15
to 1, and is similar to the approach
taken in legislation which was overwhelmlngly approved in the House
just days ago.
I hope my colleagues will accept this
reasonable and responsible approach
and oppose any restrictive amendments so that we can finally put this
issue to rest.
The compromise language is also in
keeping with the recommendations
made by the bipartisan independent
commission established last year to
look into this issue. The commission
concluded that the appropriate forum
for the determination of obscenity is
the courts, and recommended against
legislation to impose specific restrictions on the content of works of art
supported by the Endowment. "Con·
tent restrictions," the commission
said, "may raise serious constitutional
issues, would be inherently ambiguous,
and would almost certainly involve the
endowment and the Department of
Justice in costly and unproductive Jaw·
suits."
The commission also reminded us of
a fundamental American principle
that has been too often forgotten
during the hysteria over this tssue:
"Maintaining the principle of an open
society," the commission said, "requires all of us, at times, to put up
with much we do not like, but the bargain has proved in the long run a good
one."
I believe the commission is exactly
right. True, a small number of grants
have been made which some have
found offensive or inappropriate. And
controversies may arise again in the
future. Yet, in the long run, I strongly
believe that continuation of the peer
review system, with its commitment to
artistic excellence, will serve us better
than any alternative. This Senator, for
cne, does not believe that the Congress should be in the business of telling artists what is art, or requiring
them to take loyalty oaths.
.
And the American people agree. Severa! polls conducted since this contraversy erupted have indicated that the
American public overwhelmingly opposes censorship of controversial art,
even if they find it personally offensive. Solid majorities oppose placing
content restrictions on Endowmentfunded projects. Clearly, the American
people recognize the importance of
freedom of expression and the value of
the arts.
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Mr. President, it is ironic that, when
the whole world seerns to be embracing the idea of freedom, we are facing
these challenges to free expression
here in the United States of America.
Earlier this year, Vaclav Havel, playwright and new President of CZechoslovakia, sent a moving leiter to the
American artistic community. He said:
we know first hand how e55entlal 1s a
fierce, independent, creative artistic spirit to
the attainment of freedom. Through a long
night of repression and control, the artistic
community in our land helped keep alive
the unquenchable flame of freedom. And
a.>-tists played a central role In helping organize our final transformation to a new
democratic state.
There are those around the world. indeed
even in those democracies with the longest
tradition of free speech and expression, who
would attempt to limit the artist to what Is
acceptable, conventional, and com!orta.ble.
They are unwilling to take the risks that
real creativity entails. But an artist must
challenge, must controvert the esta.blishment order. To limit that creative spirit in
the name of public sensibility Is to deny to
society one of its most significant resources.
It could not have been said better.
We would do well to heed the words of
Vaclav Havel.
I urge my colleagues to support the
· amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
M:r. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I
believe the distinguished manager
yielded 2 minutes to me.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New York is recognized
for 2 minutes.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I
will use no more than 2 minutes to rise
as a cosponsor to thank those who
crafted this very thoughtful and balanced position and to note that it
does, indeed, follow the recommendations of the Independent Commission
which worked so ably under the direction of our former colleague from the
House, John Brademas, now the president of NYU, and Leonard Garment,
who is so important a person in the
history of the national endowments,
both of the arts and the humanities.
Mr. President, I was here in Washington at the time these concerns
began. For what it has to do with it, it
involved a musicians' strike at the
Metropolitan Opera in New York
which Arthur Goldberg, as President
Kennedy's Secretary of Labor, was
asked to arbitrate.
Finding that there was no money in
the company to give the musicians, he
decided instead to offer them hope
and said the Federal Government
really must do something to help with
the costs of performance in the arts
and music, and in 1965 this was done
in these two extraordinary undertakings. They have been successful
beyond expectation-or, no, not
beyond expectation. They have succeeded as was hoped they would do.
And this sudden flurry of difficulty we
have had here on this floor this last
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year is passing. Vie saw it from the
last vote.
We received good recommendations
from the Independent Commission.
This amendment follows those recommendations. Peace returns to the legislative process and the artists are once
again on their own to be as perplexing
and important as they have ever been
in our lives.
I thank the Chair.
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President. I
yield the Senator from North Carolina.
5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from North Carolina is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. HEk'1S. Mr. Preside:1t, I thank
my friend from Idaho.
I am not much cf a forecaster. but I
will make one prediction without any
fear of being contradicted: We will be
in the same fix 1 year from now with
respect to the National Endo\\ment
for the Arts that we are in right now.
This amendment, as everJone knows,
is a fig leaf. It is political cover for
Senators who do not want to face up
to the voters on the issue of whether
the National Endowment for the Arts
shall be required to be responsible.
We have heard all the arguments-we heard them last year-about the
compromise language. which was itself
a figleaf and did not restrain the NEA
at all. We are hear.ng the same false
arguments today ir1 connection with
the amendment from my friend from
Utah, and he is my friend.
Oh. it is going to take care of the situation; it is a step in the right direction. and all that good stuff. But I predict that such predictions are without
merit.
Mr. President. the pending amendment basically pro~·ides that the NEA
can and must recover its subsidies
from any artist or organization that
uses NEA funding to produce materials that are subsequently, subsequently, found to be obscene by a court.
Do you want to know the flaws in
that proposal? First off, the amount of
money the Government wouid recover
in most cases would be miniscule compared to the cost of bringing an offender to trial. So, I make another prediction that the Go'l"'eftlment wilI not
initiate even one la'.\"Suit. I may be
\\TOng. There may be one somewhere.
But I expect there will be none.
Now, the second problem with the
pending amendment is demonstrated
by the outcome of the recent obscenity triai in C-mcinnati. Just bear in
mind that In that case one of the
jurors acknowledged that the entire
jury, everybody, felt that the homoerotic Mapplethorpe photographs were,
as the Juror put it, ..gross," and that
the photographs appealed to a prurient interest in sex and thus the first
two prongs of the definition of obscenity were violated.
Now, Mr. President, this is a Juror
telling how all of his fellow jurors felt.
But. he said, since some experts had
testified in the trial that the materials

had "artistic merit," the jurors felt
obliged to find that the materials did
not meet the legal definition of obscene because the law requires that
materials lack artistic merit to be obscene.
Now, if that is not newspeak and
doublespeak. I do not know what is. In
f::i.ct, it was even argued at trial that
the photographs had artistic meritnow get this-because the photos had
been funded by the National Endowment for the Arts.
Since the NEA is prohibited by law
from funding anything that their experts do not consider artistic, and because those experts recommended
funding for the Mapplethorpe show.
the photos had to have artistic merit
it was argued. And, therefore, by definition they could not be legally obscene; even those photographs I have
described two or three times on the
floor this afternoon.
So Mr. President, this amendment of
my friend from Utah creates a classic
catch-22 situation. On the one hand,
the amendment would require the
NEA to recover its funding if a work is
found to be obscene by a court. On the
other hand, the works cannot be considered obscene If the NEA funds
them. That. Mr. President. does not
even make good nonsense.
So with all due respect to my friend
from Utah, the pending amendment is
nothing more than another attempt
by supporters of the National Endowment for the Arts, and specifically
Mapplethorpe, Serrano, and all the
rest, to perpetuate a snow Job on the
American people by hiding behind the
technicalities of the Supreme Court's
test for banning obscenity.
But, read my lips. We are not talking
about banning anything. We are talking about requiring the American taxpayers to pay, to subsidize and reward
self-proclaimed artists, who produce
sleaze, filth. and perversion.
Under the Hatch language Mr. President, the NEA will be able to continue
funding patently offensive depictions
of sexual or excretory activities and
thus its support for attacks on the
moral fiber of America. And that is
the bottom line.
Nobody, nobody, not even Chairman
Prohnmayer-a very pleasant man I
met '\\.ith two or three times-nobody,
including him, has been unable to give
me even one example of what the
modern arts community would be willing to concede is obscene.
In fact, it Is one of the primary
premises of the art world, Mr. President, that there is no such thing as obscenity. They assert that the belief
that any "art.. can be obscene fs "a
kind of cramp in the consciousness of
the unenlightened [read that middleciass American] minds."
Mr. President, Senator ROBERT C.
BYRD, and I met with Mr. Frohn·
mayer. I guess. an hour and a half,
a.'ld I was never more impressed with
anybody than I was with the way Senator BYRD spelled out his feelings
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about the public funding of the filth
that is being passed off a.s "art." He
made it very clear in one-syllable
words.
As a. practical matter-and thfs Is a
forecast that I am making and I do not
make it lightly, but I do make it _unhesitatingly-the Hatch amendment.
which will be approved. It will be approved because it is a. cover job for
Sena.tors who want to say "I did something about taxpayer funded porn.Cg.
raphy" even though they did not and
have not.
Mr. President. the Hatch amendment will leave things exactly as they
have been since the NEA was created.
This was true of the coverup job perpetrated on the taxpayers a. year ago.
It is true of this covernp this year.
In 1969, for example. the :NEA gave
over a $1,000 for the one word poem
..Lighght." The NEA's supporters in
response to the outrage told us to
trust the NEA"s experts.
In 1971, a group called the Living
Stage had public school children obscenities as part of a performance. The
NEA's supporters response: trust the
experts.
In 1973, the NEA helped Erica Jong
write her book "Fear of Flying"
which, among other things, recounts
her having sex with a German Shepard. The NEA's response, trust us.
we'll take care of the problem.
In 1977, William Proxmire gave the
NEA the Golden Fleece Award for
paying an artist to throw crepe paper
out of an airplane. Again, we were told
to trust the NEA, don't restrict it.
In 1983. Representative Mario Biaggi
objected to NEA support of a play
with "disparaging ethnic images" and
once again. the cry went out to trust
theNEA.
.
In 1985, Congress finally lost its patience with the NEA in response to the
NEA's support for homosexual poetry
with descriptions and illustratioDS- of,
men having sex with one another and
with animals. Congress finally put a
restriction into law which stated that.
the NEA's art experts "shall recommend for funding ONLY applications
which in the expert's view. have serious literacy. scholarly. cultural. or artistic merit." <20 US.C. 959<a>.>
.-." __ .
Well. what did we get. from , the
NEA's experts a.s serious artistic merit
after 1985? They gave us Andres Serrano's blasphemous work and Robert
Mapplethorpe's repulsive photos as
examples of artistic merit worthy or
Federal funding.
· •.:-:
What Congress disagreed with those
offensi'l"'e NEA judgments of artistic·
merit, we passed last year's watered
down restriction, which once again
made the fatal mistake of leaving in a
giant loophole.
As a result, the NEA's art experts.
have funded a number of patently of-.
fensive materials and works. In fact.
the NEA's Visual Art's director saY5,
"art is always on the cutting ~dge, and.
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anything that is on the cutting edge is
going to offend someone."
So, Mr. President, the Hatch amendment. will continue the mistakes of the
past and will not prevent the NEA
from outraging the American public
once again. It is time to put a real restriction on what the NEA may and
may not fund in the way of sexually
explicit materials.
The Hatch language does not do
that. my amendment would have.
! yield the floor.
The PRESIDL~G OFFICER. W!10
yields time?
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President. I
yield to the Senator from South CaroJina 3\12 minutes.
Mr. THURMOND. II.Ir. President, I
rise in opposition to this amendment.
Under the amendment, the primar~·
focus of the issue of funding of controversial art work and exhibits would be
shifted to the courts. I believe the
amendement !alls short of ensuring
that no Federal taxpayer doHars go
toward funding obscenity or pornographic art work. Accordingly, I
cannot support the amendment.
This amendment is similar to S.
2724, the National Endowment for the
Arts £NEAJ reauthor.zation bill recently reported from the Labor and
Hu.'!lan Resources Committee. Under
the amendment. persons or entities
which receive NEA funds, and use
them in creating or producing work
found by a court to be obscene or in
\iolation of child pornography laws,
must repay the funds used to create
the work. Additionally, the individua!
or OI"".,,anization could be debarred
from receiving further NEA funds
until it does repay the funds in question.
As a . member of the Labor and
Human Resources Committee, I did
not oppose reporting S. 2734, the bill
on which the present amendment is
based, to the Senate. That bill represented a positive step to strengthen
NEA accountability. However. I made
clear. in the committee report, my
concerns with respect to guidelines for
NEA grant recipients.
In short, Mr. President, I believe the
proposed NEA guidelines for receipt of
Federal grants-as contained in H.R.
5769, the Interior appropriations billrepresent the better approach to this
matter. These guidelines are similar to
pro11isions contained in the Interior
appropriations bill last year which I
was pleased to support. Very simply,
the guidelines would ensure that no
Federal funds are used to promote.
disseminate, or produce materials
which may be considered obscene, and
which, when taken as a whole, do not
have serious literary, artistic, political,
or scientific value.
I believe the establishment of guidelines for the voluntary acceptance of
public funds. by duly elected representatives of the people of our country, is neither censorship nor a violation of constitutionally guaranteed
freedoms. In my opinion, it is part of

our responsibility, as elected officiaIS.
to ensure that limited Federal funds
are used appropriately. The Interior
appropriations guidelines would do
just that.
The guideline mentioned above
could serve as a reasonable check on
the actions of the NEA, while also allowing
funding
for appropriate
projects to continue. Accordingly, I
support the Interior appropriations
guidelines and oppose this amendment.
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I
yield myself such time as I may consume.
I might say parenthetically I have
discussed this .,.;th the distinguished
author of the amendment. He knows
of no other speakers on his side of the
· issue. We may wish to have a little
time to sum up his position.
I know of no other speakers on our
side who desire recognition. I will just
ad\·ise Members that, if that continues, we ought to be prepared to vote
before too much longer.
Mr. President, I do not want to belabor the point. but I want to reiterate
that I think this amendment moves in
the right direction in terms of reforming a process of adding to the process,
but it fails in the central requirement
of establishing responsibility in the
NEA.

The NEA resolutely says; Do not
bother us; we will take care o! it. If
they had been taking care of it, that is
where the matter would rest. I think
they are doing a better job. I think
they will, so long as they are under
scrutiny. do a better job.
1 give Mr. Frohnmayer very much
credit for having attempted to meet
the obligation I believe that they
have. What concerns me, however. is
not the attitude of the NEA as much
as it is of the arts community, with
whom they must live and interact
daily, we continually say that it is
none of the rest of society's business if
they spend our money.
I agree that they have the right.
within the limits of the law, to do
whatever they wish as individual artlsts. They have the right to draw, to
produce, to e."tilibit, to perform, within
the limits of the law. But they do not
have the right to expect us to subsidize whate>er it is they wish to do
without regard to the desires of the
American taxpayer to fund it.
I do not suppose any member of the
arts community will give the Senator
from Idaho any credit for having
fought off some of the efforts that
have been made to slash the funding
for the National Endowment for the
Arts. because there are such efforts.
There are people who wish to see that
result. for whatever reason. They use
these examples as justification for
substantially reducing or eliminating
public support for the arts.
Mr. President, we have a congressional race in my State of Idaho in
which this has become an issue. The
incumbent Congressman has taken the
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position that the majority in the
House of Representatives have taken.
that we should put no prior restraints
on the National Endo"ll.Tnent; what the
artists do is their thing and the taxpayers might take a retrospective look
at it, but we have no right to take a
prospective look at it, whether or not
we fund.
His opponent in that race is very
critical of that posture. I leave to the
candidates in that congressional race
to defend their respective positions.
But what disturbs me is that the discussion, without regard to the· rightness or wrongness on either side. damages public support for the art. That is
what makes me angry.
I said that same thing last year. It
makes me angry that people hurt
public support for the arts by refusing
to recognize that the taxpayers have
some rights to tell us what they believe with respect to the expenditure
of their money. A."ld the very debate
over this issue erodes public support
for the funding of the arts.
It was never said better than in an
article for the Boston Globe newspaper company by Ellen Goodman,
which was reprinted in the Washington Post on Tuesday, October 9. Mr.
President, I will not read the entire ar·
ticle, but I think there are two or
three things that will make the point
superbly well, and I will emphasize
that portion of my concern.
I quote from the article:
There were ti..'!les 11>hen the Mapplethorpe
trial in Cincinnati produced testimony
worthy of the title attached to the museum
exhibit: "The Perfect Moment."
Perfect Moment No. l: Prosecutor Frank
Prouty holds up two photographs, one of a
man 11>ith a bu!Iwhip in his rectum. He asks
the art director who chose these images for
the show: "Would you call thse sexual acts?
She ans\\'ers: "I would call them figure
studies.··
Perfect Moment No. 2: Prouty questi-Ons
museum director Dennis Barrie: "This photograph of a man with his finger ir-<;erted in
his penis what is the artistic content of
that?"

H~ responds: "It's a striking photograph
in terms of light and composition."
She goes on in the same article to

say:
The seven photographs at issue rn this
trial contain some grotesque subjects. In
one of them a man urinates into another
man·s mDuth. Show me somebody who can
look at that photograph and think about
the composition. the symmetry, the classical
arc of the liquid. and rn show you someone
\\'ith an advanced degree ill fine arts.
Further on in the article, she says:
But even in the moment of victory, there
is still a warning here. This trial. and the
funding woes of the NEA. are not just the
fault of Jesse Helms on the rampage. They
are the fault as well of an art community
whose members prefer to live in a rarefied
climate. talking to each other. subject only
to "peer review" and scorn!ul of those who
translate the word "art" into ··smut."

Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent that the entire article be printed
in the RECORD at this point.

'
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There being no objection. the article le6itimate to pick and choose the sunny side
wa..> ordered to be printed in the oi the work-the Calla lilies and celebrities-and show it as the whole.
RECORD, as follows:
Indeed, as the director also said, Map[From the Washington Post. Oct. 9, 19901
plethorpe set out to capture the line beA WARNI:'IG FROM THE MAPPLETHORPE TRIAL
tween the disgusting and the beautiful.
CBy Ellen Goodma.'"l)
There ls room in life for the deliberately
BosToN.-There were times when the disturbing. The museum's room-a glass
Mapplethorpe trial in Cincinnati produced case in a separate gallery-was tame
testimony worthy of the title attached to enough.
But even in the moment of victory, there
the museu:n exhibit: "The Perfect
is still a -.varning here. This trial, and the
1-toment."
Perfect Moment No. 1: Prosecutor Frank funding woes of the NEA. are not just the
Prouty holds up two photographs, one of a fault of Jesse Helms on the rampage. They
man with a bullwhip in his rectum. He asks are the fault as well of an art community
the art director who chose these images for whose members prefer to live in a rarefied
the show: "Would you call these sexual climate. talking to each other, subject only
to "peer review" and scornful of these who
acts?"
She answers: "I would call them figure translate the word "art" into "smut."
In many cities, there is still the knock of
-si.udies."
Perfect Moment No. 2: Prouty questiorts the policeman at the door. Having failed to
make
its case in public, the art community
museum director Dennis Barrie: "This photograph of a man with his finger inserted in ends up making it in court. In the history of
his penis. what is the artistic content of art, this is not a perfect moment.
that?"
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, that,
He responds: "It's a striking photograph to me, is the issue. Public support for
in terms of light and composition."
the arts. which I wholeheartedly supPerfect Moment No. 3: This one occurs
when even the most devoted defender of port, must be based upon an underfree expression lifts her eyes from the page standing of what it is, what its value
to offer her own art criticism to the great is. and public acceptance of the result.
When you destroy public acceptance
curator in the sky: "Aaaarggh!"
There was never any doubt in my mind of the result, when you erode the conthat the trial over Robert Mapplethorpe's fidence of the process, you must ineviphotographs would bring a "cultural clash" tably reduce public support for what
into the courtroom, Soho mets Cincinnati.
most of us believe is overwhelmingly
But at the trial. the testimony often
sounded like a linguistic battle. a tale of two in the national interest but cannot
tongues: one side speaking art; one side si.!pport if the taxpayers rebel.
Mr. President. this amendment will
speaking English. It sounded Jess like a case
about obscenity than about class, elitism. help push this away from public atten·a.rustic sensibilities and corr_'?lon sense.
tion. And in doing so, it will invite furAmericans often divide like this when ther abuse. which will inevitably
dealir.g with art. One group thinks that reduce public confidence, and thereAndy Warhol's Brillo Box is brilliant, and fore public support, for the funding of
the other thinks it's a scam. Each believes
the other a pack of fools, though one may the arts. I say again to my friend, it
be called snobs and the other rubes. Guess moves in the right direction, though it
does not move far enough. The myth
which one is larger?
The divide i:; bad enough when the argu- contained in the amendment that
ment is about Brillo. But when it's about somehow any action which is not
bodtes. watch out.
criminal is worthy of support. simply
The seven photographs at issue in this is not supportable as a matter of
trial contain some grotesque subjects. In public conscience or responsible public
one of them a man urinates into another
man's mouth. Show me somebody who can representation of the taxpayers of this
look at that photograph and think about country. I hcpe the amendment is dethe composition. the symmetry, the classical feated.
I reserve the reminder of my time.
arc of the liquid. and I'll show you someone
with an advanced degree in fine arts. This
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, this
\n.s the sort of thing said in Cincinnati.
amendment is a classic compromise.
In the wake of this, it is remarkable that There are those who do not believe
the verdict was not guilty. A jury without a
single museum-goer, artist or student of that it goes far enough, and there are
"What is Art?" decided that the museum those right here in this body who do
·was protected turf in the legal quarrel over not want anything at all. The fact of
the matter is that this amendment.
obscenity.
But the trial in Cincinnati, like the trou- has some teeth in it that will, get the
bles at the National Endo'.'l.ment for the National Endowment for the Arts to
Arts, is partly the result of the art world's consider what it is doing in every way,
o>rn chic insularity. The troubles come be- shape, and form.
cactse the art community speaks its private
It is important to focus on 85,000
language to a circle so small, so cozy and so
grants. Of the 85,000, only 20 are criticlosed as to be dangerously isolated.
Perfect Moment Number Four: The pros- cized. Probably, if you get it down to
ecution asked how art was determined-was grants that are really offensive, you
it merely the whim of the museum?
probably have 10 out of 85,000. Any
The witness, a museum director. said no, it agency in Government with a record
was the culture at large. And this is how he that good is well on its way to becomdefined the culture at large: "museums, crit- ing a superagency of Government.
ics. curators. historians. galleries:·
I agree with the decision and with those Whenever you have freedom of exwho defended the museum's right to show pression, you are going to have some
these photographs. To lea.,·e the dark side things funded that shouldn't be
out of a Mapplethorpe show would be like funded. \Ve can handle those problems
leaving the tortured black paintings out of a when they arise. Let us not ruin the
retrospecti\·e of Goya's work. It wouldn't be whole agency.
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I think it is important, before we
finish, that I review what this amendment does. I have done it obliquely up
to now, but I will go into a little more
depth. The amendment addresses the
question of Federal funding of obscenity or child pornography. It debars
from :NEA funding for at least 3
years-they can do it for more than 3
years-anyone convicted of creating or
producing such work. and recouping
all Federal funds used to support such
work.
That is not in the Byrd amendment.
That is not anywhere in the statute
today. That is a tough sanction. Specifically, No. 1, a determination of
whether or not an art work is obscene
or is child pornography will be ·made
by the courts.
No 2, after a final court ruling that a
federally funded work is obscene or is
in violation of child pornography laws,
the person or group convicted for violation of the obscenity or child pornography laws will be debarred for not
less than 3 years or until the grant
money is repaid, whichever is longer.
Three. the person or group which
has recei\•ed or used NEA funds for
the work must repay the grant funds
to the Government. If for any reason
they do not repay those funds, the
granter which gave NEA funds to
them will have to repay. Any person
or group liable for repayment of NEA
funds who fails to do so will be ineligible for NEA funds in the future. So if
NEA grants funds to a granter in
Utah, and if they grant it to somebody
convicted of obscenity or child pornography, the grantee is supposed to pay
it back. If they cannot, the NEA grantor is supposed to pay it back. If they
do not, they are debarred for the rest
of their lives until they do. That is
tough. It is going to be an incentive to
not allow this to happen.
We put in a lot of procedural
changes, which I think are even more
important. The amendment includes a
series of changes in NEA procedures
and basic NEA statutes. I will discUss a
few of them. Number one, creation of
a panelist bank of art professionals
and knowledgeable lay persons, and
the addition of knowledgeable. _lay
people to the review panels, not done
in the past.
Two, standardization of panel procedures. No. 3, a requirement of site
visits where necessary and feasible to
view works, followed by a written
report to the panels. Four, a requirement for a written public record of all
panel deliberations and recommendations. No. 5, a requirement for rotating
panel membership, so we do not keep
the same people on the panel. No. six,
the opening to the public of all National Council on the Arts meetings.
Finally, a prohibition of service on a
review panel by any individual with a
pending application for NEA assistance or by any employee of an organization with a pending application. We
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think those procedures will help solve
this problem
The distinguished Senator from
North carolina said something like
this. You cannot find something ob·
scene until after it is funded. but anything funded by NEA is automatically
not obscene. That is not true. The fact
is. if it is funded by NEA. it still can be
found obscene by community stand·
ards and in accordance with the Miller
rule, under current criminal laws and
under this a.>nendment. If it is, found
to be obscene the grantee is going to
be debarred up to 3 years. and will
have to pay back the money. If the
grantee cannot, the grantor is going to
have to or they will be debarred until
they do. The addition of new laypersons on these panels will help ensu.--e
we do not have this type of disgusting
art in the future. I think we all can
agree that a number of these grants
are disgusting. and they should not
have been funded by NEA.. But they
are so few and so infinitesimal in
number compared to the totality of
what the NEA has done. that, it
should not constitute the kind of an
uproar that has been caused here
today.
I am prepared to yield back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator's time has expired.
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, may I
address one question to the Senator
from Utah. and then I will be prepared
to yield back the remainder of my
time as we!L
The Senator has, in describing the
amendment quite correctly, referred
to the questions of debarment and re·
co\•ery of funds and repayment of
funds and the debarment for the failure to repay funds. In each instance,
these are based upon the comiiction of
a criminal violation under State or
local statute. is that not correct?
Mr. HATCH. That is correct.
Mr. McCLURE. And there is no
other . restraint expressed in the
amendment. am I not correct?
Mr. HATCH. The other restraints
are procedural restraints which make
it very clear that offensive art should
not be funded. Everybody in the NEA
and everybody that serves on any of
these panels knows their decision on
grants will be scrutinized in every way.
Again. I think the distinguished Senator from North Carolina has done the
country a favor. The distinguished
Senator from Idaho is doing a favor in
pointing out that sanctions are limited
to convictions under criminal law.
However, I think NEA will be very
careful about what they fund in the
future.
Mr. McCLURE. I say that I agree
that they know. They better know.
The concern I have is that they will
feel more secure after the passage of
the amendment than they do under
the present circumstances. And there
is no other standard expressed in the
amendmenL
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Mr. HATCH. Will the Senator :,.;eld
on that point?
Mr. McCLURE. I ;;eld to the Senator an additional 1 minute.
Mr. HATCH. The fact that the
grantor is responsible for the recoupment of funds is going to be a strong
incenti\·e to ensure that the grantees
who get the funds use them appropriately. I think this amendment "does
have teeth-I know it does. The procedures we have in here are going to
make everybody aware of what has to
be done. I personally belie\·e that this
is the appropriate way to go, I hope
our colleagues 'N;ll vote for it.
Mr. McCLURE. I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. ADAMS. ~Ir. President, I am
alarmed that this bill once again contains restrictions on what is art. How
can we. as responsible policymakers,
vote for a bill that includes language
that essentially forbids Federal funding for art that "may be considered obscene?" Almost anything "may" be
considered obscene by some. As a
young district attorney, I once was
asked by enforcers to prosecute a man
signing his name as Hugo M. Frye for
sending a. horse dropping placed in a
milk carton through the mail to a Federal district judge. alleging it was sending obscenity through the mail.
How can we support a bill that in reality censors artists by defining what
may be considered obscene so broadly?
That. I submit. ls not our job.
Members of Congress are in no position to sit as censors over the works of
our Nation's artists. I am sure that
each of our colleagues has a different
eye for what is pornography.
Several weeks ago during a Labor
and Human Resources Committee
markup. I voted for a bipartisan compromise to reauthorize the Endowment.. I voted for this bill \\;th a heavy
heart. But the compromise was necessary in order to prevent further
damage to the integrity of the National Endowment of the Arts. I did not
speak on that compromise. but today
we must prevent, if we can, the language contained in this bill.
I ask my colleagues to oppose the
language contained in this appropriations bill and to support the amendment offered by Senator HATCH.
The amendment before you is similar to the compromise adopted by the
Labor and Human Resources Committee. The House has supported this language twice. Once during the consideration of the NEA reauthorization, and
again during consideration of the Interior appropriations biIL Moreover, the
amendment is also similar to language
recommended by the independent
commission that Congress created just
last year to review the Endowment
controversy.
The amendment before the Senate
today leaves the decision regarding obscenity up to the courts. That is how it
should be. The amendment provides
that if the court determines a project
is obscene. the person or group held to
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be in \'iolation of the law will face cer·
tain sanctions. They would be prohibited from recei\.;ng a grimt for up to ~
years and would have to repay ll:•e
grant funds to the Government.
After all is said and done, I stilJ han•
a hard time understanding why we•
want to punish the NEA. What is this
controversy about? Its about a handful
of artistic works. Only 25 out of a
grand total of 85,000 grants eve;·
awards by the NEA. I challenge my
colleagues to find another federally
funded programs that enjoys the kind
of support and record of achievement
as does the NE..~.
The last 11 Pulitzer Prize winning
plays were developed at NEA funded
nonprofit theaters.
Since 1965, 100 loc:il :lrts agencies
have grown into over Z,000 local arts
agencies across our couni;ry.
As I stated earlier, 85.000 grants
have been made in the NEA's 25 years
of existence, and only a handful have
created this contro\·ersy.
The NEA"s record of achievement
speaks well for itself. We must not
abandon our support of the am. I
urge my colleagues to support the
pending amendment by Senator
HATCH.
Mr. KOHL. Mr. P!-esident, I rise
today in support of the amendment offered by our colleague from Utah, Sen·
atorHATCH.

There are, it seems to me. a number
of issues which have been raised and
need to be resP-Onsed co as we consider
this issue. I have heard from constituents who want to abolish the National
Endowment, who ask why we should
spend anything to support the arts
when we spend so little to support
education or health C3re or some other
noble cause. Now that is a legitimate
question. A.TJd is Federal spertding
went ·to support artists-which appears to be the assi.rmption of many of
the people who make the argument-I
might be sympathetic to it. But Mr.
President, the purpose of the National
Endo'lllment is to support the arts. not
just the artists. The Endowment is designed to help programs which bring
the arts to our children and our communities. As a result. our society benefits from the program more than an
artist does. We d-On't fund the NEA to
keep artists from starring: we fund the
NEA to keep feeding our capacity for
culture.
Let me give you some specifics, Y'.a.r.
President. In my own State of Wisconsin, recipients of National Endowment
grants include the Madison and Milwaukee Symphony orchestras and repertory theatres. the University of Wisconsin-Madison Museum, rural arts
projects, arts education programs in
River Falls and White'\\-ater. a Menomonie design project. the Milwaukee
Pabst Artist series, the Ballet Founda·
tion, the Florentine Opera Company,
the Milwaukee Arts Museum, literary
services and count!ess other worthy
artistic and cultural programs; TIJ<>rr
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are programs which bring the arts to
During fiscal year 1989, it was possipeople who would not have access to ble to closely analyze the NEA grants
them if we just depended on the free and conclude that less than one-half
market laws of supply and demand. of 1 percent of them might be found
These are the people who benefit from offensive to some Americans, and
the National Endowment.
those grants were mostly made as a
But we do not hear about that, Mr. result of mistakes. On the basis of
President. We don't hear about the in- $74,780 of questionable expenditures
crease in the number of dance compa- out of a $170 million budget, Congress
nies, arts events, orchestras, opera and embarked on this ove_rly trod ~nd illthreater companies in this nation fated path of attemptmg to defme obsince the creation of the National En- . ,scenity for the purpose of funding the
dowment. One time grant recipient, arts . by adopting section 304<a> of
Garrison Keillor, remarked that the Publ!c Law _101-121: "None of_ the
National Endowment, "has contribut- funds autho_rized to be appropriated
ed mightily to the creative genius of for the Nation~ Endowment for the
America." I agree.
~ts or the_ ~at1onal Endowment for
It isn't just the NEA. we don't just tne Hu1:11amt_1es may be used to pr~
give the grants and support the arts. n;ote, ~1ss~~11!ate, or produ?e matenWe encourage the community to get a.s wh~ch . may be C<_>~1dered obinvolved. In 1988, NEA grants totaling s~e!'.e· mcludmg but no~ 11m1ted to, d~
$119 million generated in excess of P_1ct1ons of sadomasoch1_sm._ homoero~1$l 36 biilion L'l private funds Continu- C!Sm, the sex_u'.11 expl01tat1on o_f chil. •
t
•
dren, or individuals engaged m sex
mg ~o suppor. ~he NEA al~o.ws ;is to acts and which when taken as a whole
contn:iue to _assist commumt1es m le- do not have serious, literary, artistic,
ver~gmg private funds to preserve political, or scientific value." During
their culture, to educate their youth the past year, the National Endowand to s~pport the arts.
ment for the Arts has engaged in the
. There IS, ~hen, ample reason to c<_>n- highly criticized effort of attempting
tmue fundmg for the_ NEA. Which to comply with those restrictions.
leads to the n~xt question: _Should we
The restrictions have clearly impact~omehow restrict t~at funding so that ed the funding of the arts. The Chair1t o~ly goes to proJects that are unof- man of the NEA has usurped the decifens1ve?
.
sionmaking authority of Council
To answer that question we have to panels. Some of our outstanding artfind out just how many offensive ists have refused to play any part in a
projects we are funding.
process that requires them to take an
Like many of my colleagues, I have oath concerning the content of their
been contacted by constituents ex- work. And in June 1990, the General
pressing concern about their tax dol- Accounting Office testified before the
lars being used to pay for pornograph- House Subcommitte on Postsecondary
ic and obscene art. I took those con- Education that the National Endowcerns seriously. I've tried to check ment had, "met its legal obligation to
each assertion that taxpayer's were adopt reasonable controls designed to
supporting these exhibits. In each prevent violations of section 304Ca>
case, I discovered that the exhibits and that it has the ability to seek rebeing mentioned did not receive any covery of any grant funds that may be
Federal funding. Since the restrictions used in violation of section 304Ca>."
imposed during last year's considerYet, here was are again. Our distination of the Interior and related ap- guished colleague from North Carolipropriations bill, I have been unable to rra seeks further restrictions of the
find any substance to the claims that arts. Where, Mr. President, is the
taxpayer dollars are being spent to broken system that needs fixed? Why
pay for pornographic art.
must we continue to politicize the arts.
One performance that was suggested to debate the definition of obscenity
to have been funded by Federal dol- knowing full-well that matter is best
lars was a New York performance by determined by the courts? The amendporn-star Annie Sprinkle. In fact, no · ment before us addresses the concern
NEA money funded any of her per- of reasonable Americans: it assures
formance at the Kitchen Theatre. And that their hard-earned dollars will not
the New York State Council on the be spent to fund obscenity and child
Arts, which is a recipient of NEA pornography.
grants, purposely did not fund the theThe amendment states clearly that
atre's full yearlong performance series works determined by the courts to be
because it did not believe that the obscene or in violation of child pornogAnnie Sprinkle presentation was raphy laws are not eligible for Endowworthy of the Council's support. More ment support. It goes further to
recently, those seeking political gain impose sanctions, including repayment
at the cost of dismantling the NEA of NEA funds that supported such
have made allegations that the NEA work, and in the event that those Fedfunded a pornographic puppet show at eral iunds are not returned, the recipithe Arts Festival of Atlanta. In fact, ent is permanently barred from eliginot only did the NEA not fund that bility.
puppet show, but the Arts Festival of
This is a strong and fair proposal,
Atlanta has not received Endowment Mr. President. It protects the use of
funds in over 4 years.
taxpayer moneys without sacrificing
And on and on it goes.
the first amendment to political
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whims. It sets into motion a process
that will effectively prevent funding
for art found to be obscene. And it
does so while protecting the 99 percent of all projects which deserve the
grants they receive.
The amendment also allows us to
leave the definition of obscenity where
it belongs: in the courts and local communities. The last thing the people in
this country should want is Congress
imposing its definition of obscenity
and offensiveness on the American
people.
· I believe Supreme Court Chief Justice Burger was correct when he
wrote, in the Miller versus California
case, "The people in different States
vary in their tastes and in their attitudes, and this diversity is not to be
strangled by the absolutism of imposed uniformity."
·
The amendment before us preserves
for Americans, in all communities,
their right to determine their own
standards of decency. It prevents any
American from having his or her tax
dollars used to fund obscenity.
It took a year of hearings and consultations and compromises to develop
the amendment now before us. It is
the best that we can hope for under
these circumstances, Mr. President
and I urge my colleagues to support it.
Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, I rise
today in support of the amendment offered by Senator HATCH. I believe it
deals best with the issue of obscene
and offensive art which receives feder:al grants from the National Endowment for the Arts. Therefore, I will
oppose the amendments offered by
Senator HELMS which, while perhaps
well-intended, are too broad in scope
and would have unintended consequences.
I would like to commend my colleagues on the Labor and Human Resources Committee for their enormous
efforts over the past year in trying to
forge a delicate and bipartisan compromise that allows the NEA to operate without imposing "content restrictions" on grant recipients while also
providing the government with the
necessary tools to recover money from
those artists who produce "obscene"
work, as defined by the courts.
It seems to me that there are two.
vital questions to consider regarding
NEA funding for the next fiscal year.
First, how can Congress reform the
NEA grant process to make it more accountable to the American taxpayer?
And second. how can Congress ensure
that the NEA continue to provide millions of Americans with the important
contribution it makes to our nation's
culture. I believe this amendment addresses both these concerns ably by establishing enforceable mechanisms in
the grant process without restricting
the freedom of speech vital to artistic
creativity.
.
Since its creation 25 years ago, the
NEA has immeasurably enriched th~
lives of all Americans and has built a
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proud heritage of artistic accomplishment on which we all can stand. Let us
not tear down the NEA by imposing
content restrictions on grant recipients and forcing the Congress to
micro-manage every single grant and
determine whether it deems it obscene. However, I do not believe that
the American taxpayer and the NEA
will be best served by Imposing content restrictions.
Instead, I hope we will support the
Hatch amendment and implement the
new standards and regulations it establishes regarding the awarding of
grants. It opens the peer review
system· to ordinary people. not just
those in the arts commUhity, ·and in
doing so, I believe the NEA and the
American public will be better served.
. Moreover, unlike the proposal offered
by the Senator from North Carolina,
this amendment establishes accountability. It allows the government to recover the money used by an NEA
grantee if a court finds the art work in
violation of obscenity laws. .
I would like to commend again the
distinguished Senator from Utah for
his e.ctive role in finding a balanced solution to this problem. The amendment is the result of months of compromise, Senate hearings, and recommendations by the bipartisan Independent Commission. I urge my colleagues to adopt the amendment.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays. ·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there a sUfficient second?
There is a sUfficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All
time having been yielded back, the
question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Utah. On
this question, the yeas and nays have
been ordered, and the clerk will call
the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. MITCHELL. I announce that
the Senator· from California CMr.
CRA."i'sToN] is necessarily absent.
Mr. SIMPSON. I announce that the
Senator from Minnesota, CMr. BoscHWITZ and the Senator from Oregon
CMr. HATFIELD] are necessary absent.
The result was announced-yeas 73,
nays 24, as follows:
· ·
CRollcall Vote No. 308 Leg.]
YEAS-73
Adams
Daschle
Kassebaum
Akaka
DeConclnl
·Kasten
Baucus
Dixon
Kennedy
Bentsen
Dodd
Kerre:v
Blden
Dole
Kerry
Bingaman
DomenlcJ
Kohl
Bond
Durenberger
L&utenberg
Boren
Exon
Leahy
Bradley
Fowler
Levin
Breaux
Garn
Lieberman ·
. Lugar
Bumpers
Glenn
Burdick
Gore
Metzenbaum
Burna
Graham
Mlkulskl
Cha!ee
Harkin
Mitchell
Cochran
Hatch
MOYnihan
Cohen
Heinz
Murkowskl.
Conrad
Hollings
PackwOOd
D'Amato
Jeffords
Pell
Dan!orth
Johnston
Pressler

Pryor
Reid
Riegle
Robb
Rockefeller
Roth

Sanford
Sarbanes
Sasser
Shelby
Simon
Simpson
NAYS-2-1

Specter
Stevens
Warner

Wirth

Armstrong
Bryan
Byrd
Coats
Ford
Gorton
Gramm
Grassley

Heflin
McConnell
Helms
Nickles
Humphrey
Nunn
Inouye
Rudman
Symms
Lott
Mack
Thurmond
Wallop
MCCaln
McClure
Wllson
NOT VOTING-3
Boscbwitz
Cranston
Hatfield
So the amendment CNo. 3130> was
agreed to.
Mr. HATE:H. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. PELL. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

ORDER OF PROCEDURE
Mr. MITCHELL. Mi-. President, we
are going to have a series of votes this
evening. We have already had several
_today. All Senators are aware there
are going to be votes. There are time
limitations on these amendments and
yet we have had to hold these votes
for very long times because Senators
are late getting here. I have tried very
hard, and I believe without exception
have accommodated every Senator
who has been anYWhere near.the Capitol, and held votes for a long period of
time.
We are right down to the end now.
When Senators know votes are going
to occur, It Is not too much to ask Senators to be here within 15 minutes so
that we can expedite the business of
the Senate.
One of the things we are going to
have to consider next year Is whether
to revert to the strict 15-minute rule
that was in existence in the previous
Congress. But for now It seems to me
that it Is not unreasonable, not an imposition on any Senator, to ask Sena. tors to come to the Senate floor as
soon as a vote begins so that we do not
have to hold. these votes for a long
period of time and thereby guarantee
that we will be here even later than we
have to be; which is already mJJch too
late.
. ·· ·
I would just like to ask Senators out
of courtesy to their. colleagues to, over
these next several hours and next few
days, be thoughtful and considerate of
others and to get there in prompt time
for these votes.
I thank my colleague.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, FISCAL
YEAR 1991
The Senate continued 'll<ith the consideration of the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER CMz'.
LIEBER?..tA."i). The Senator from North
Carolina [Mr. HELMS].
AMENDMENT NO. 313 l

<Purpose: To forbid the use of appropriations to pro\•ide financial assistance to in- ·
dMduals above a certain income level> .
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President,· I send
an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER; The
clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
·
The Senator from North Carolina [Mr.
HELMS] proposes an amendment numbered
3131.
At the end of the amendment. add the ro;.
lowing: ": Provided further, That none of
the funds appropriated under this Act may
be used by the National Endowment for the
Arts to provide financial assistance to an Individual whose family income exceeds .1500
perct-nt of the income official poverty. line ..
as defined by the Office of Management
and Budget and revised annually in accordo.nce with section 673<2> of the Omnibus
Budget R~oncUiatlon Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C.
9902(2)).".
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from West Virginia.
TONGASS TIMBER REFORM
REPORT
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the Chair lay
before the Senate the conference
report on H.R. 987, the Tongasstimber reform bill; that there be a 15minute time limitation thereon; and
that the 15 minutes come out of my
time on the. pending amendment. · ~. . .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. ' Is
there objections? Without objection, it
is so ordered.
.
Mr. BYRD. l't!r. President, I · ask
unanimous consent that 15 minutes be
under the control of Senator STEVENS
and Senator MmucowsKI, equally divided.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection? Without objection, it
is so ordered.
The clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The committree of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendment of the Senate to the bill <H.R.
987> to amend the Alaska National Interest
Lands Conservation Act.. to designate certain lands In the Tongass National Forest as
wilderness. and for other purposes., having
met, after full and free conference, have .
agreed to recommend and do recommend to ·
their respective Houses this· report, signed
by a majority of the conferees. ·
·" - .,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection. the Senate will proceed
to the consideration of the conference
report.
CThe conference report is printed in
the House proceedings of the RECORD
of October 23, 1990.>
·
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I
rise In strong support of the conference agreement on H.R. 987, the Tongass Timber Reform Act. The conference agreement is a fair and re~naACT-CONFERE..i.~CE

